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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
$1.00 A YEAR HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1887.
-L.
VOLUME XVIII. NO 20.
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We avant to double our Cloak business this month. Although we are now selling
Cloaks for less than can be bought elsewhere, we have decided to offer 10 per cent.
reduction from marked prices for all Cloaks bought in November. All goods marked
in plain figures, deduct 10 per cent. from marked price and you have the figures that
buy the garment. We claim to show a larger stock,imore novelties that can be found
elsewhere. We handle the celebrated "LESTER"-sponged Seal Plush Cloaks.
We have been in business here only sixty days, Our business is constantly
showing an increase-once a customer always a ,enstomer. We offer goods at such
prices that no careful housewife can afford to puss us by when out shopping. You
get the same attention whether you are looking or buying. We stand ready at all
times to refund money if von are not satisfied with your purchase. We will ofh.r
some great bargains this month. it vill pay you to inspect our stock. Samples cheer-
fully fornislied
Bassett & Co.,
Nsw Yaw OFFICE: No. 4, *North Main Street,
No. 56, Worth St., 110I nn 3.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0_ _ _ _ _ ---
SPECIIA14-We will place on sale Friday morning a ladies wool boucle jersey, vest
front, coat kick, black and seal brown, all sizes, from 3 I to 42, and will sell at the low
price of .58. The jersey is cheap at Every lady should have one for a house
jacket.
IMPORTANT TO EVERYBODY!
We are now receiving our second large arrival of fine,
MERCHANT TAILOR CLOTHING, made up na the latest
styles, out of the finest imported fabrics. Fre,Ich,
Scoch and Irish Worsteds, Tricot's, Corkscrews &c.
&c. We will take pleasure in showing these goods, and
naming prices that will insure sales. We keep up with
the latest Paris, London and New York styles and can
'down" them on fine goods as to prices The firms that
buy the most, pay promptly, sell for cash and have the
lightest expenses, can certainly sell goods the cheapest.
Money and experience enable us to get them cheap; CASH
WILL GET THEM FROM US CHEAP. Call and be con-





This great remedy has no metal In buildng Up the debilitated structures, In glvi• ne by the variotla organs, in mallethe eieeulation and totally and tlmoving pain anywhere. It does nobailee in any of its eharsreterirties 0wer, but 'Uwe s arts romptlywhethehe Inflammation or Dtaeaee Is in ttangs, Heart, Kidneys. Bowels,erves, Brain or Muscles. It isHive speelflo for Chronic Catarrh
nsumption,Salarla.Chille and Feverright.. Disease, Diabetes, Nears
all diseases peenlier to Ladies
ALLEM:1111NY (ITV, A.
Dr. B. B. Harttnan-Dearsir:-"My
ufferral miserably for yiars from I. hroniatarrh. It fluallr passed to the lungs in
onsomption. Three of the best "Mystan., from Pittsburgh and here, Atteer constantly for eight months, ande 13th of February, lette.assured mei&Id not live over nighL I immediateeve her a teaspoonful of Pe-ru-na,pealed it every hour. Ethel s as well
vs: in her life." T.8. EBERLIN
Now, Kookuk,
II per bottle, for $5. Rend tor Dr. Ha
'.book "The Ills of Lit "sentries
Id bad 1=19 rustx
Dr. ft B. Hart man
Pe•rii as, 11•11.4 ii ty and Le-en.pe tare sold
at Wholesale aud hetet! by
H. B. GARNER, Hopkinsville, Ky.
ARI3iit:;KLES'
name on a package of COFFEE is a
guarantee ot excellence
ARIOSA
COFFEE is kept in all first-class
stores from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
COFFEE
V
Is never good when exposed to the air. 
ill 
Always buy this brand in hermetically





W treat Halt • 111111011 Distributed!
IFECONwEICIDMIBINTIL3La3B. VE;45rog
2 Doors from Bank of Hopkinsville.
Garner's-:- City -:- Pharmacy,
No.7. Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
-One of the largest snot moot elegant edifices in the city,-
New and Complete in All Its Departments
it B. Harney, ,,(in. old firm of Olsh & Garner, who for many years !d the leading drug trade is
Wontern Kentucky, having purchased Dr. (italic interest., its sow sole proprietor of the stew bowie. Ho
will are all tos e sad ability to ineresse. If possible, the high tepuUstlost of th, old arm Mr fait
dealing, compel...Lt.') ii reliability. by keeping
Pure, Fresh Drugs and Medicines,
And stock of the Wet quality In all departments of the trade, at the lowest price.. Drugs. Paints and
ofevery glad. including SHERWIN & WI f.i.lAllei. CI:Lk:BRA r ND PAINTS), Patent Medicines.
:be best and most popular in stock.
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment,
Manufactured to order In eny quantity. A sure and safe remedy. Brir-a Brar, NovelUes and Holiday
..loodis • specialty.
Proscripilolls Cgrofully Compouded
-At any boor of the Day or Night. by-
r. C. 1C. w x i, mare Ptibietna nartAcT
II. B. GARNER,
3 emior to Gish stilt
Change in Business
Being desirous of making a
change in my business about
Jan. 1, '88, I have determined to
sell BOOTS and SHOES for the
next sixty days cheaper than




Ladies' F. K 13. Shoes $4, formerly $5.00
Ladies' Our tthoes 3.50 " 4.00
Ladies' " " 2.50 it 3.00
Ladies' " l 4 2.00 ,. 2 50
Ladies' " le 1.50 " 2.00
The best $2.50 Boot in the world.
Shoe Store
No. 3 Main St., Hopkinsville, Ky
Pure Kentucky Whisky
311(11[40>cliczoixles,1 31P-azz-ip ors as.
Amy OM who wants a pure Whiaky for private or medicinal mee can get it froth GEO. IE
ATTI NG L Y & CO.. IA belesate Dealers, Owersbwris, Up.. at prices Tangles
from 10 to el 00 per gal. Orders sent this ann will metre !prompt and careful attestion
anos 81011311S
=asy Terms_
We furn:sh bundreds 114,111e. yearly with One
Pianos and forgone, awl allow cue-
toment to pay in small month-
ly or quarterly payments.
CAPITAL PRIZE, $300,000.
LS .L.
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY 00111r?
nr44rporat•41 in Iii6a for U years hy the Legis-
lature for MelecatIOHRI &MI t. heritable plIrlsosee
With &capital of $1,000.000--to which a reserve
haul of over Itsfeetw hr• meets been Added,
By an everwbeismeg popular vote its tran•
chime was made part of the present state Con-
stitution adopted inseember AI, A D. 15711.
The only Lottery 1.Ver Toted on met sectorial
by the people of say State,
Uraod alisgl• ismsbor Draw.
lugs take place monthly, and the grand %mitt -
Annual Drawing. regularly every sit mouth.
!June anti December
We do hereby certify that we supervise the
arrangements for all the Monthly and Semi-
Annual Drawings of the Louraiena State Lot-
tery Compauy, and in person manage arid con-
trol the Dra wings themselves, and that the same
are conducted with honesty, fairness, and in
good faith towerd all parties. soil we authorize
the Company to use this certificate, with fac-
similes of our signaturee attached, in its adrer-
tisemeitts."
Cows os las la era.
We the undersigned Banks and Banker% will
Steinway Sons,=rill eli:rwere which maydrawn the. t i,si:. autisoitorac,,Stuantei tam.
J. 61. WALES ON.
Pres. Lowislana Natioaal Bank.
P. LANal X.
/ 
Pros. State National Bark.
A. BALDWIN,
Pre.. New Orlean• National Bank.
CAUL KOHN,




J. & C. Fischer,
AND OTHERS.
Rosewood, Ebonized, Walnut,
AND SlosioL. AN V CASES. SPECIAL
DENSIGNX mess TO DUDEK.
,Grand Semi-Annual Drawing
, the Academy of Music, New Orleans,
Tiiestis Deeerneer 13, lee7.
CAPITAL PRIZE $300.000.
i A HAMILTON.* 1; 1e Prize.:00 ' 4 Primeal Pir:yr" yli i m ea t imp g 1 04 o 30,000ONINCE0
ESTEY.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO
23EadtZ'ourtko. Ave..
Louisville, : :
Choice Styles cf Organs for the Sit-
ting Boom, Library and Hal
Our Hew Ikea., wkls11. we now ewer,.
has about 3 acres of Plow *rove.
The NAJYLItir GUIDE ls
issued Sept. and larch.
each year. sur 366 pages.
83.6a iseloes.wItli over
3.500 illustrations - a
'Whole Picture Gallery.
GIVES Wholesale Prices
dirpell re consumers an all goods for
personal or family mor. Tells how to.
order, and give* exact cost of every-
thing you use, eat, drink, wear, or
have fan with. These INV ALI:ABCS
BOOKS contain belbrinattele gleamed
from the markets of the world. A
copy sent PRICE upon receipt of
10 as. to defray expense of mailing.
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.




100,000 Ticket. at Twenty Dollars
each. e• 1110: Quarters 11.1;
Tenths ON: Tar,lallelk• $1. 
LISTOF YalLe•.
I Capital Prize of $300,000 exe,0011
kneed of 100,1.100 11)0,000
I " " of 50.0011 r.i0,000
1 Large Prizes of 20,000 ee",0o0
2 •• of 10.000
5 Prizes of 20,ton0
" I.000 25,1100




100 Prizes of i:40 apprviltnetiai
Peo.000 Prize are 150.000
$54/.0Uto Prise are 20,000
TIRMIN Al. PRIZZ14.
Lerou Prizes of ilier decided by $00,000
Prize are $11111.1100
1,000 Prizes of $100 decided by $wum
Prize are   100,00
-
prizes asuriatitet to sLossaxe
Application for rate, to clubs should be made
only to the °Mee of the Company In New Or.
leans.
Fort, ether Information write clearly giving
full address. Foetal Notes, Express Worley Or-
emirs, or New York Exchange in ordinary letter.




or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington. O. C
Address Reiesteree Lettere to
NNW ONLNialke rsArloNAL BANK,
New Orleans, Ls.
R 'MEMBER 471tIrTfrarl
all, teltrIN, WII., are in charge 0 f the .Iran mugs
Is a guarantee of alp...lute fairness and integrity,
Tt
' Dint the chances are all equal, anti that no one
can possibly divine e hat numbers will draw •
Prike.
REM %NA NW that the payment of Prizes
In 011'A AN .11.:D BY SOCK X A..
TIONAL SANAS of New Orleans. and the
Tiokets are signed by the Pre.ident of an In -
stitutioa. whom "bartered rights are recogniz-
ed in the highest Cenrte; therefore. beware of
any imitatioss or aims, mous schemes.
We hest the world for low
pekes. A handsome and
Strongly Round PbAci-
graPh Album, s'y x
inches, gilt sides mid . bolding a mimeo( Cab-
inet an & .1.10ctires pent for 60 rents, retail price,
II 2-5 A low& Pleolearaph Albers.
Embossed padded sides, sold edges extension
clasp, holding 32 pages of Cabinet and Card picture.
sent for CM% retell. for 10.7!.. Illustrated circular.
VMS
AG
F tb. above and A
Tiara STYLES Of
Ohio,
T. L. Smith, Prop'r, LOUISVILLE. KY.
Hopkinsville, - - Ky. The Finest and Largest Hotel in the City.
roomy stable and anple a Mates 1112.S0 t• 114.00 Per Day,Large WA. -raximmods 
I won for horses. Hpeelal attention gives to furnish According LO Routes
cg se- -4 horses and vehicles to all livery 01/14110 , 
.urklsM. oboee connection evert where. I lh and Russian Baths In Hotel.
CONDENSED NEWS.
-
to bat e lie ‘t water-
works.
Two Yale student* are preparing to
Home ito elowl.
leatiaville is infested well a gang o
highwity robbers.
The Stete l'emperairce Al tallt'e Is Ill
„iilerlei0:1 at Nashville.
beetructive forest fires are raging in
1111lioie and Indiana.
A gang of coinerifelters have beet
trepped iii Louisville.
The exploolem (if a liking) III L xiligtell
fatally burned a ilegro boy.
The Normal Seliteibitilding in Howl-
ing (in en is being lieproved.
'1'lle president ham deelined to hoter-
fere in the Iowa land trouble*.
'The flow ot gee from the Bowlieg
Green wells Colitititierf Wombat lug.
The Sunday law is %wing reform,' in
a' iecenees. led . for the first time.
Jetties F. Huber, long connected with
the Y. M. C. A., ef Louisville, is dead.
All the Crews hay/ beesi "run in."
They will not make ally farther trouble.
Oa ingsville lige been almost destroyed
by fire. 'his loss Id reit heeled at $16,000.
Gov. Gordotee lecieloti in the Georgia
convict minded he reger lefl it% Very lell-
lent.
A hoggiliesil of tuba .4.4i boa twen sto-
let, from a a atelotise 3lity Meld. No
clue. •
A tly tiaiiiite Ii mib wan lotted on the
Peelle of the recent explosion el et.
Louie.
lime fire Isissilt ift the I 'idled States
aliii l'aliada iiilri hg 0..tober erre S11,-
740,325.
Bath etuotay 111i5 eilbscribed $150,OM
to the Paris, ieorgeto All & Frankfort
rail row I.
A petition es be circulated in
LiAliet tile ill aid (.1 the et/IICell1111
moat chiets.
Juege Jacket'', issue ill and Jeep.
Sage will begito tee tried tel the Felelity
Klink meows.
The Fifth National amok, el St. Louis,
bas eloeell its doors, being unable to
meet drafts.
A man a as lotted near Jefferemoville,
by the side ot Om refine'', track, a his
his three,. eta.
Jasper Mot gait, a prominent citizen
of Lexli.gtoto, has iliseappeated. Foul
play is suppeeted.
A Nashville man is reported to have
&ewe a 111th of the capital prize of the
Lou.sielea lottery.
A Chicago policeman actually took
his own life in that city rec.eutly How
very remarkable!
Judge Jackson sentenced a dozen
pre•oners in the circuit tenet of Louie-
vine on hart Siturday.
Gov. 'Taylor, of Temeeteee. has ate-
tiouniati that lie cannot go to Obis, to
take pert in the t'eloVeNe.
COI Colyar, tub We Ainsrietto, has
beets invited to address the citizens of
Birmingham oil the. tariff. -
Jusepli Cliatishatteles the &ands
mended of the Fieherites
has %Weed Iii New York.
A futirtsten.yeerodil boy Iss N4.1,011,,
fired et I elikkeen and allot his mother,
with pruhalile fate' results.
Geo. Fox, Whichestrr, Ky„ had his
leg badly t.rualiet1 while sttemptIng to
hoard it moving freight train.
Col. Breckenridge closed the cam-
paign In S'Irglisla by ear most brIllittit
speech ever heard 111 that
'The Court of A piwalm liar thwitied that
the school board cannot claim old de-
posit,' under the escheat statute.
A brick buildieg 05 lord by E. II.
Wallace, Versailles, valued at $2,000,
Was destroyed by tire this week.
The Mayor and members of the board
of aiderm in, of Birmingham, have been
itelicted for allowing a nuisance.
A galling gun a as called into r. marl-
lion lii Zeneeville, 0, to settle a diepute
between two railroad companies.
Natural gas has been found tear the
Hermitege farm clime to Nashville. It
was struck ai a depth of 240 feet.
John Robinson's circus le in for hard
luck. A train load of it was wrecked
in Indiana and four coaches burned.
'Twenty-elglit indictments have beeti
preferred against Wharimaleter Kelleher
at Menophie for eintwzzlemeet.
As there was too Oppooilifill to the
Democratic noinitteea In Miseisselppl, It
I. supposed the ticket will be elected.
Charles Brownfield, the Louisville
murderer and suicide, hit's been found
short in hie *eventide with his employ-
ers.
Mrs. Mettle Johnston, aged sixty-five,
supposed to be a sister of the famous
outlaw, Merrell, died in Paducah, last
week.
Gov. Buckner presentedthe Louisville
Legion with the prizes won at Chicago,
at the armor; in Lonieville Friday
night.
A whole city luta been unearthed in
Southern Arizona by a govertitnent ex-
plorer. zed over 2,0e0 skeletons ex-
humed.
The story of atiarehlats leaving Lotties-
ville for Chicago is false, l'here is but
one there, and lee hits 110 idea of going to
Chicago.
A riot occurred at Soddy, a wining
town near t•hattanooga, between the
mountaineer* and negro miners, on
Monday. -
A party of six people, returning to
their cduritty liume from (einem in a
wagon, were overturned and all serious-
ly injured.
The Western 1.nitei Telegraph Com-
pany has increased ita capited stock
$5,000,000. Title funkier the total stock
$58,000,000.
The outfit of the Chattanooga Com-
mercial was destroyed by fire iii,Mon-
day eVellittg. IAMB r•ver anti above in-
ourance, $5,500.
The survivors of the "Orphan' Bri-
gade are invited to attend the 'revelling
of the Breckinridge monument in Lex-
ington on the Itelo.
Gen. henry Jackson denounces as
false the toesertion made by Allen G.
Thurman that lie was recalled by the
president from Mexico.
Mr. Henry B. IV ilium, of Clarksville,
anti -formerly of this place, died last
week. Mr. Wilson was a prominent
busitiees men in Clerkoville.
A Tenneseeeconductor put a society
belle of Huntsville, Ala., off the train
two miles from any station, becauee leer
ticket happened to be wrong.
Crailky George Francis Train ,is iii
Chime° Witlo the intention of leveiring.
Ile le ito sympathy with tete A eareloiate.
Lt is not likely he will be permitted to
lecture. wavereign remedy at once.
TIle Nots111 Ilk Board of !elder-writer/
are much distill twit over their Iteesee by
tire awl threaten to, withdraw from the
city moires better protection is afforded.
The book and job printers in the offi-
ces of the Courier-Jeerer' and J no. P.
Mortop & Co., are out on as trike, caused
by a refunial of the demetel for higher
wage..
The votivr totion of women stiffregists
met lii Evailsville last week. Miss Susan
B. Antlituoy delivered an address in re-
ply to an article by Senator Ingalls in
the Forum.
The sugar strikers in Louielithe were
fired epee by a slierifra were and lour
killed. The strikers' plecee are bring
rapidly filled. Plantatiotms are all
manned but one.
"Tuck" Agee was hanged at Lexing-
ton on November 4th for the nourder of
hie iii I oulentown, Fay-
ette comity, Septemlwr 23, leste Tee
killirog arts %Molly maisetifiable.
A Mali in Louisville, in jumping from
a wagon to the ground, In caught on a
meat hook hateetig on a post.
hook entered his right eye, and lie was
ampetodelpho the air until relief canoe.
Mayor Dewitt, of New York, has
written to Preside ot. Cleveland urging
that Immigration trent Italian ports be
stopped for the pre.eid, as the hitlux
*mile likely bring the gei nos of cholera.
A young haw i en of Lion (equity, Mo.,
tried to lioneew hip the ell ita in 1.1 the coun-
ty paper, but the to Mem sere turned
alai the lawyer get the w hippiiig.
hioraL-Don't a oni..'c a ii hi I lie editor.
A negrto iii Clove? is it tired at another
at a distance 4,1 obly helm l.-et a ith a
Allot-gum Iuiidr,l with turkey shot, and
missed his mete Ile wa- jtiled, as lie
ought to heve (wen for ma-easier merk-
ineriship . _
Teo leper* were anitigg'al loco Phi la.
deltoid* recently. ,and a good deal of ex-
cite Men I his. twen created thereby. 'The
Board ot Health travieg them be a Ger-
mato Me w liii refit-es to disclose
their a hereabouts.
A tow lois lot en kicked up in the Soar
prieteo itt Naslivide. 'rile aim lone has
been diawn by the white- convicts, arid
a eiletliet was the retitle One man was
stabbed. Six of the primmer.. were
Dogged far violating the laws.
A joeirealist aro-stet for mallet hawker
le mippmee 1 io be the sum-
Loris ills OW, Stein, of Indians, murder-
er, forger, thief amd sshiloni emitter of
the Kansas City Star, (tines out to be
another 1111411 a :HI IJorly reernobles
Ste lie,
Eyetiee..lolon M. Palmer, of Illhools,
says of the A riarcliiiets: "The highest
courts of the land have decreed the ver-
dict a just oue, mei Gov Oglesby is not
going to tw swayed in his maelfest deity
by ally trifling emisiderations. 1 do not
say this by any authority from bitn, but
simply from what I know of him as a
nn 




r:-e sv" Irii t. 1 i James Harris, aline Alex
was tried on the charge of
conorpiritog to murder Judge A. E. Cole,
of that view, brought in a verdict of
"nut guilt)" under peremptory 'emetic-
times from Ilion. .1. R. Murton, the Spe-
cial Jtiolge appoluted by the Governor
Is try the ease.
The will of the late Elites It. Wash-
betels hes been *dimities 1 leo probate.
Ills pommel estate Mummies' to
1100, lila reedy to $111000. After titi-
'sterilise lulled 11 si tests, he lettere $500,•
uun In trust for his sons Pitt *tool Elliott,
the remainder W him other children to
be distributed share and Metre alike af-
ter the expiration of three years.
David Scott, a wealthy New York
tuettchant, has aren missing for ileanly
two weeks. Ile lied been improperly
hunting paper a Ith the name of the firtn
to which he belonged attached, the
amoulit itivolveil being $60,000. II hen
last heard Iron, he was at Niagara
awl is probibly a member of the Cana-
dian-Atuerican (manly at this time.
Weill, Ind., conies forward with a sen-
sation. David Kahn, a young man, lia.s
been pay hog atteistion for some time to
the daughter of Hon. Geo H. 31 cK night.
McKnight ordered Kahn to delete. Fail
ing to do so, and beteg upon the street
with healie was tired epos) by MeEttight,
but without effect. Next morteng they
met and exchanged five shots. McKnight
was unhurt, but Kahn received a flesh
weued iti the urni.
Jack O'Hara, a crippled man, lilts
long followed the canine of a boot-black
in the corritione of the Chanitx-r of Com-
merce building at Cincinnati, asel re-
cently applied for metubersItip in the
Chamber. After much delay and dis-
cuasion, the iiirecters have refused
O'llera altuiseion me the ground that
he is a boot-black, arid at the mime time
adopted a reaolution against the admis-
Mott of saloon-keepers.
The I aeliz Telephore claim, that pe-
troleum hes beau discovered on the
faro. of A. H. Grace. Itla stated ill the
same cot nection that Mr. Grace is a
large hog-rairer and has sixty-five fine
waken, now in fattening pen. Petroie- I
um lea very fine inedit.ine for hogs and
Mr. Grace no doubt keep* a large tut of
It sprinkled around. We advise the
Telephone not to get I Xeitell Until it
floods out where Mr. Grace bought Ilia
oil.
A young printer from Denver', Col.,
in Oweiosboto to wed, least mysteriously
rileappeared. All efforts to find hire
have proved unavailing. When a
printer so far forgets; lanoself as to
"disappear" on the eve of mat rage, it
both a ill for the ftiture. No printer
with a grain of decency would do such
a Haug; it is a shun on the fraternity.
It is bad enough to "diseptwat" from
Saturday night till Monday morn, but
for two a eeks at a time, is simply
I hameful.
-4s-
. M. Griffith, Ashland, Ky., was
cured tel very bad Chronic l'icera by La-
ce-el-a.
--me 4-
W. P. Kenwood, a young mato of
good appearatice, has been convicted of
pocket-pickitig iti Memphis, end men-
tenced to three years' Itispriemenent.
Keneood claim,' to be the erring eon of
an Englali nobleman, and says one of
lois sisters is the wife of a proininent
member of the Governinem of the Do-
million of Canada. The Bank of To-
ronto telegraphed $1,500 to lois credit
after eonvietion, to lee used in proctor-
ing an appeal bond, but the court re-
fused money as security, and be will
probably have to go to the peniteutiary.
Cal; ThIrty•Six Per Cent
of those who tiled from consumption
leberit the diseseie. In all cater t•asiee it
I ntuit either be contracted through care-
I hastiest.; or, aet.orolleg to the reew theory
oftubercular parasites, received directly
from others as an infectious disease.
But in either case, Dr. Pierce's "Golden
Medical Discovery" is a positive remedy
for the disease In It's early stage.. It is
(hasty that Is dangerous. Ii you are
troiibleel with shortnewo of breath, epit-
ting of blood, toight-eweats or a linger-
lug cough, do not hesitate to procure t1116
The Mel Art.
Loutsvit.i.e, Not. a -Tlte four vie•
tints of the Browefield tragledy were
burled yesterday afternoon, their re-
mains being borne in three 'seines and
a ceereage to a cemetery and there de-
posited eitle by side, thus endisig *Rhin
twenty-four hours the bloodieat domes-
tic tweetedr in the history of Louisville
--ess
keateeky Town Buried.
Evesstemes, lo., Nov. 8 -Advice*
from Shady Grove, Livitigstee county,
Ky., report the total destructlen of that
town by fire. Tee full extent of the
loos can not bete reputed, but will not,
perhaps, fall short of $40,0. The
5010111A Of insurance on real ete Is un-
known, but that carried on steeks was
0,000.
il'ound Dead.
N leen v cue, Nov. 9 -The badly mu-
tilated body of a man ens found in
lumber car by moue boys yesterday. His
name is supposed to have been Thomas
1,ee, as a receipt for board given in
Birmingham bears that name. The
jury returned a verdict of death by
crushing from lumber in the attempt to
steal a ride in the car.
Fatal Explosion.
Owensboro, Ky., Nov.-The boiler of
Wade & Miller's paw-mill on the Ches.-
apelike & Ohio and the Southwestern
Railway 01;111011ml, sealtileg Miller, the
towlier, fatally and Frank Royalty, Wal-
ter Hamilton, Jefferaoto Wilkins and B.
F. Boy he baely, hut not (steely. 'The
mill was ilemolielied. 'Torn Whitworth,
while pillow lumber fifty yenta away,
was atairk eieee of lumber and
killed. Heavy sae.  of We boi.er
were thrown several Ituntired yards.
Scalded to Death
erlitterietei D, ILL , Nov. 8 -1-A terri-
fic explosion 4  ittoheir steel, occurred
at all early hour at the wo's of the
Springfield leen Company, a ew miles
north of this city. The entire city was
elneleen le the finer of the exelosion,
and a liolou .4 a el'- racial as though by
An ea/ ri t l't 111111111
metal aere fellow al to II ew through
tame Iusisihiap, how a wet revel trete, and
frightfoil e xplo.lon unsure. It is re-
ported that teenty teen were hunted
The ()divert, in elteree are reticent, Sled
desire the matter siippresial, but it la
learned that John Green, Jomepli Mad-
den and William Strickland were
peewee') seritletl.
Desperado Shot.
Ltbila% 144x, Nov. 9.-A probably
fatal shooting affray took plat* about V
o'clock Lisle tuorning at the saloon of
Henry Ceder,. ood. John Artnetrone, a
colored desperado, was standing at the
counter drinking, when Joe Rhodes,
also of color and desperate, accompaa
reed by his sister, dropped in. The two
at once began a quarrel, whittle had its
origin at a hoodlum dance Net night.
Artnetrong drew a knife, aria Rhooles'
sisteeatiterfered,w hen Armetrong kicked
her in the stomach. This wee too much
for Rhodes, who drew lois revo:ver and
fired, the bullet telling effect its Arm-
etrottg's left breast a qtiarter Of au inch
above the heart. Rhodes made his es-
tape, mid Is still at large. Artisetroeg
was conveyed to his linine.
A Cowardly lirsle.1
stotici.es, lap , Nov U,'.-'A spacial
tti the Tribune says: Jan tiritlin,
man about 40 years Neaten enraged
at Charles Cruse, the 13-year old kin Of
Will. Cross, yesterday isiternuote oil ac-
count of a difficulty Cross had had with
one of Griltiu's sone of about the same
age, and seizing a double-barreled gun
fired the lord Into the boy 'elbreast and
left eldr. One of the shot4struck the
0buy in tI• lace, gild it le p blble that
this wound %Ill prove fatal. IThe other
wounds are not dangerous, °Slug to the
fact that the teoys' 0°004 Was thick
and the shot were email. ; Alter the
',hooting Griffin escaped to he woods,
netting them on tire behinid him. A
posse wetot out from the city to-day to
search for him, but foetal it limposeible
to tio se on amount of the
e 
1
A Bic Blaze at Evaesville.
EvaNsvhLLS, Nov. 9.-Aboet I o'clock
Tuesday morning !limes wede discover-
ed lii the building on Filet iltreet °mu-
pied by H. L. Babcock. The Ore spread
rapidly Kiel soon enveloped the building
adjoining, occupied by S. Kahn It Son,
whieleeale grocers. 'The filmes sooto got
beyond control and the adjohoing build-
ings, occupied by Haas, Runge & Co.,
druggists; C. Week, saddlery and har-
em»; R. Matenheimer & Co., fancy gro-
ceries, and Urge & Mandratio, fruit*
and cotrieetiotieries, were I destooyed.
'Iwo homers on the square telotoging to
ilia Willard Library and the office of
Capt. Carson were the next victims
•Sriti7zirtri'lrl:lolantt cbfe* ereinj. 
K. 
loidatt-ie.erl.en i;ltiedotri7
gin of the lire is a tut-leery. The total
loos Was about $300000; hisurance
$170,0041,
A Train and a Bull.
Lotesviteec, Nov. 9 -The elogieeer
awl firemen on a north bouutl C. 0. and
S. W. freight train had a Tilling ex-
pet ience yesterday teming Just as
they entered the tunnel iltder Mui-
di auglee 11111 the ftrt'mnaizesied, by the
light from the head-lamp, a' ugh black
bull running on the track jut ahead of
the etigi lie.
'The grade is very steep &t this palm,
and there was no way by which the
speed of the train might be elk-eked. A
collision meant a tileastrious wreck, and
the eughwer and fireman revile:ell in an
instant their awful peril. :The fireman
crawled out on the pilot anti encouregsd
the bull to iticresee its speed, while the
engineer reversed the lever. 'aloe bull
kept on the track until %Mali a few
feet front the trestle just outside the tun-
eel, when is scampered down the bank
at parently tonconse inure of the terrible
fright it had caused the tralionien
--mse e
The Big Break
Loterivitte, Nov. $ -Th re were no
developments Iii the Heise, . ayer It Co.
and IleLle It Wolf falterer yesterday,
anti M Rill street Was very lit le deem-beth
by them Mr. N. S. Block has secured
the services of a number of appraisers,
and will wimpy the week taking an in-
ventory of the stock of the tee houses.
lie is also at work on the firms' books,
and will reach mime estimate of the
liabilities in a few days.
At present there as nothing dentate
to be obtained as to the agitate, save
the liabilities will not fall short of the
estimate of $500,000 giver'. When some
reliable statemeitt of the condition 01
the firms hiss been remelted $ meeting of
tat. creditors will be called red terms
devilled upon.
Neither the lira& of the houses nor
their attorneys trill say !tether the
firms a ill he able to XtiellIthe, Cult it is
the general Impression on the street that
they will be in full operation in a few
weeks, their creditors being men not
disposed to push them to the wall in
their moment of misfortune.
HOW TO LEARN TO SWIM.
Illtuy• rood Girls who Want to Woo tile
Waves Should Carefully Mead Tbah
Boo n eks ar ' fullelaborate
and 
in thedirectiofor icarnig to swim,nalarge
cities there are schools where the art can
be acquired at all seasons of the year. but
it is sate to say that any child having or-
dinary courage can safely be taught or
call teach himself to swim by the fellow-
ing temple method:
Find it place where the water deepens
gradually, as an ordinary beach. Often
in a small stream there are pools nowhere
too deep for safety. Procure a band or
belt to go around the bust under the
arms. with small bands over the shoul-
ders to keep it from slipping down. To
this belt attach a safety line of such
length that the learner cannot go into the
seater deeper dem the waist.
The first thing to be done is to learn tc
duck without minding it. Hold your
bractio anti put your head melee- water
several tine whenever you bathe. You
may probably strangle a bit ea first. but
the ducking will become lees and tem
dietet es-able until the disinclination to go
under -eater nearly or quite disoppears,
Of course the bather need not make P
martyr of himself by spending his whole
Lois- in !be practice of ducking. As
rea) spleali about as emelt as he likes.
teem ecquire the necessary indifference
to Leine  ler water almost at once.
Whom it is acquired let the bather select
a place where the water is just deee
enough for him to sit upon the bottom
with Lead arei bliOnlatgli out of water.
Then let him take a full breath. distend-
ing the lungs, and, placing his arms by
his sidea lie down on his leek on the
bottom,. If unsucceseful, partially expel
the air from the lungs arid try again.
After lervIng found out by actual experi-
ment how easy it la to he down on your
back trader water, go out to the MI
length of Your rope and, holding your
breath. Nil yourself in toward the shore,
hand over hand, i et letting your feet
touch bottom oto any account until your
breath gives out or you run aground.
No matter whether you go under water
or not, no matter whether you keep your-
self right side up or not, go right on
hauling yourself toward the shore, hand
over hand, till you reach sltoal water.
et'hen you can run yourself ashore
with ease and certainty you will prob-
ably have discovered that most of the
passage is made at or near the surface of
tie- ewer, and ixesibly you will have
learned after a fashion to limp your bal-
ance and pull yourself ashore with your
nose :Oxeye water. When you can do
this. toe can breathe through your nose
dueng the passage. and as soon as you
can erenthe comfortably while hauling
youreelf ashore you are ready for the
twee step. namely, try to pull yourself
abhor.. &deg one hand for the rope and
paddling with the other hand. Thib in
not a tery (limy thing to do. and in all
probability before you can accomplish it
you will find yourself paddling with both
'hands and kicking with both feet-that
Is to sus. ewinueing. Aa soon as you
find thee you can keep yourself right
Mie nie and your eyos and DOW above
water you have learned the great stecret,
and swimming with the most approved
and wientitic stroke will follow, aceord-
big to your opportunities and ambition,
hints are intended to meet the
must dilfleidt cuse possible. tunnel V. that
of a l,o, who is obliged to depend alto-
gether upon lois ywn resources. If he
has Rome one to help am/ advise. so much
the letter. Ile will probably learn to
the quicker, but lie must haul him-
self ashore or the object of the lesson will
be het..
These directions are based upon the
well eetablishml fact that no one can be a
confeletit swimmer who is disconcerted
at lifeline bineelf unexpectedly under
water. Therefore the first thing to be
learnal is to catch the breath instinctively
under any tond all cireurnstanees the in-
Meet you find yourself going under water.
Rtratentlation eacurs in conseritieees. of
drawing water with the breath into the
air paseugee. and f.VPII pert ial Ittrattictila•
ti,ri t imeo illhisl4vuiwuI)t. This' first thilnug, then,r . 
Ilt.thtu'tiv"Iy km's a islet mill!this'
nf  mapeast wind;i 
enleetarp duetting..
lii the rough stemming aeholl of isny.
Itnis 
of :riis re"lItty lial4tn.1 1ig111uriilieeirlb, art' f'uftelrtotii outeili'd
dents, and any preliminary practice will
he nn excellent breaking in for what
most hoys are, likely to encounter.
The easecereding steps are intended to
teach the beginner by experiencing that
his body im really lighter tlum water and
will flout with a trifling amount of aid
from air in the lungs and from mechani-
cal asaistanee with the !wade and feet.
Onoe learned this lesson is never for-
gotten, and after it little practice in diving
and awitnnting under water the novice
will end himself miming a degree of con-
fidence that is indrepensible for satisfac-
torlyheser.,itwegrotn,i4nrigg.
is intended for girls and
women as well as for boys and men.
Women are usually. for obvious rename,
a little reluctant to wet their hair. They
often lawn to swim easily and gracefully
without knowing how to hold the breath.
It follows, of course, that when they find
themselves doused suddenly into the
water from nn overturned boat, or other-
wise plunged unexpectedly beneath the
surfacer, they become partly strangled.
lose till pros-flee of mind and are not bet-
ter off than if they amid not swim a
&trete.. Let it then be borne in mind by
all swimmers that the best way to learn
how to switn is first to learn how to sink.
-Charles Ledger Norton in New York
Mail and Express,.
The Illepeldie of Venezuela.
The United States of Venezuela is a re-
public. modeled after the Swiss vonfeder-
aeon, with occasional hints from our
own. There are seven states, with a
federal congrese compote's] of two houses.
a federal council chosen by the wroate
from their own number, and a president,
who holds office for two yeara. State
legislatures have only one chamber. from
which a state council is chosen by the
members. Voting is supposed to be com-
leery, leeks beccerning velem at 18
years, and eligible to office at 21. State
governors are selected by the council from
their own number. but residence is not
required to eualify for candidacy. Each
tie:lave al representative has a "imp-
tante" or substitute elected with him,
who acts for hie principal when absent,
thee avoiding waste of tane.-Dr. W. F.
Hutchinson in A-nerimn Magazine,
LOOK OUT I
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Severed His Splatai
TULLAII0M•, TENN., Nov. G.-Friday
evening Thomas Newsom whipped his
daughter, who married Isaac Arnold,
against his wishes. Arnold interfered
and was knocked down with a poker by
his infuriated fother-in-law. Arnold
procured an ax, and striking Newsom
three blows severed his spinal column,
Ferrer,.
A ease of forgery it about to be devel-
oped in connectkn with our fair. IL
Came up in connection with the races.
A certain gentleman ( f) went to the
Secretary's °Moe, forged his name to a
certificate as being find winner in a cer-
tain rat*. The cheek was accordingly
given by the Set.retary. Shortly titter-
ward another man put in an application
for the sewe puree. There is no doubt
that a clear piece of forgery was done
and as some responsible men were con-
nected with the matter, the case will
be corrected. Inc the mean time some
one will atom' a good chance to serve a
term in the peuiteneary.-Madisonville
Times and News.
MeElrees Wine of Cardui is for sale
by the following merchants in Chrietian
County.




Clifton Coal Co, Mannington, Ky.
W. H. Nolen, besearidge, Ky.
W. H. Martin, Crofton, Ky.
K. B. Miller. Pembroke, Ky.
e
idttelPs LIvisc Ace.
The numbers of The Living Age for
the weeks ending Oct. 29th and Nov.
5th contain Marco Polo, Blackwood;
The Fight o( Piero de'Medici, Fort-
nightly; Experienom of an English En-
gineer on the Congo, Blackwood; The
Story of Zebehr Pasha, as told by Him-
self, part 11, Contemporary ; Character
and Scenery, Spectator; Thomas Twin-
ing, London Quarterly; Tbe Value of
Amenity, Spectator; Pascal the Sceptic,
Fortnightly ; The New Gunpoerier.
Spectator; Homer, the Botanist, Mite-
mIllan ; Some Old Numbers, Surro ;
The Passion of the Past, Macmillan: A
Child's Recollection of William Make-
peace Theckeray, Temple Bar; Some
Superstitions of the Jewish Synagogue,
Spectator; with inetalmeses of "Major
and Minor," by W. E. Norris, "Major
Lawrence, F. 1. S.," sad "Richard




'hue best salve in the world for cuts,
Bruieee, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, 'fetter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, Corn*, and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perfect eatisfaetion, at money refunded.
Price 35 cents per box. For sale by
H. B. Garner.
• Ckanciag Concreasiesal See/gess.
C h wage ?wham.
Mr. Cralto's bill changin( the sessions
of Congress so that they Will begin tbe
at cond 'Tuesday in January of each year
Is an important ineuure long delayed
ss•lecti should be enacted into a law this
winter. No amendmeut of the ('oned-
tution is net-weary to effect this desira-
ble change. The Constitution provides
simply that "the Congress shall assem-
ble at least once in every year, and such
meeting shall be the find Monday in
December uuless they shall by law ap-
point a different day." Hence the day
ma) be changed at any time by mere
Corogreesional enactmetit. Nor is there
anything In the Coostitution which re-
quires the Congressional term to expire
March 4 every Mooed j ear. This usage
arises simply fermi an set of the Con-
gress* of the Cob federation In 1;1111,w/114th
provided that the new Otiversittiebt to
be established under the Conetitution
'should go Into operation March 4, 170V,
but as a matter of fact the first Congress,
°whist to the lack of a quorum, Was DOI
organised until over a month later. As
soon as OM first Congress was organised
It was within Ita power to chance the
data of meeting, subject only to the
comstitutioual requirement of holding
at least One 51111011 every year. At any
time since the change DOW proposed
might have have been made, and the
long coutinuance of a bad custom only
turnishes a good argument e hy it
should be dropped as soon as possible.
T. I. N. C.
Don't suffer any longer, but use Tan-
ner's Infallible Neuralgia Cure, the only
infallible cure on earth for all forms of
neuralgia and nervous headache. Ran-
gum Root ktedk.ine Co., Manufacturers,
Nashville '1'ente 50 cents per box. 'sold
by all druggists.
A Muskat! Is Waiting.
--
Judge Coleman was expected to be on
heed to hold court last Monday, and
did come to town, but the morning train
had already brought on the ground
representative of the ever impending
ukase of the Federal Court in the per-
son of Deputy l'. S. Martell*/ R. V. Me-
Doitaid. Mr. McItottald registered
another name at the Greenville Hotel
and proceeded patiently to wait the
opetoilig of the court, and the appear-
make tot Judge Coleman. Ixteto Roth-
rotes, a negro who came ttp from the
depot a ith the Marshal, had his stoopi-
(ions aroused. In fact the Marshals of
the Federal Court had been giving him
some trouble on previous occasions, and
he didn't have any very kindly feelings
towards "Heal fellows," so he made it
pretty generally known that that fellow
eteildn't fool him. Ile knew a U. S.
official when he saw him the second
tint. Judge Coleman cause to town,
and was for some time on Main street,
but he was not hunting for the marshal,
and through the advice of Mends left
town without attempting to hold court.
Marsha's McDonald when interviewed
by a representative of this paper, said
lie had only notices to serve in the civil
cases of the Citizens National Bank of
Evansville agInst Muhlenberg, and a
similar one of Alfred C. Tanner. After
learning the Judge would not be on
hand, he remained until evening, and
reeeiviug other papers of a like import,
served the same on the County Attor-
ney. That 'right he went to South Car-
rolton, but he saw nothing of the Judge.
Lawyers Brown, hove and others, coun-
eel for the tax-payers, had advised
Judge Coleman to cotne in and hold
court, but other friends thought to do




IS the delightful liquid laxative, and
the only true remedy for habitual eon-
stipation and the teeny file depending (in
a weak or inactive condition of the kid-
neys, fiver and bowels. It is a pleasant
remedy to take, both to old and young;
it is gentle in its action and effective: It
I. acceptable to the stomach, and
strengthens the organs on which it acts.
Manufactured only' by the California
Fig Syrup Co., San Francisco, Cal.
For sale by if. B. Garner, Hopkinsville
Ky.
- -
Chicago Herald: If people paid se-
riosie attenti en to the New York editors
ilt3 have been manufacturing anti-
Cleveland sentiment in the Democratic
party for a year or so past, they might
wonder artier simultaneous appearance
on the Cievelemi side of the fences of
Governor 11111 and Mayor Hewitt. But
people pretty gersentity uedenstand that
when certain editors don't see what
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One lack, Irak insignias. $1 54I
'leach miattleat$ Ineertios. - MP
&Mee by the EMMA. quarter or rem. mul ba
J sd on umitesskon te the Proprietor.
eir Trap/Aleut advertisemems mint be paid for la
advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements Will be col-
lected quarterly.
•II advent...news lueerted without specified
lame will be chanted for until ordered out.
Announcements of Ilturrtalres and ',oaths, Dot ex-
ceeding five lines. and notices of preaching pub-
lished gratis.
air mature Noncee. Resolutloss of Respect sod
other shatter notice* five cents per item.
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it must at least be consoling to Louis-
ville people to know that Browndeld's
brother-in-law wasn't "tit to live" auy-
way.
It is a shame the way our war ships
are treated. Recently one of them Was
run over by a rchooner near Sew York
anti all but ruined.
Slahnisn ; or, I hied" Thal .4 re I lark,"
is a DPW parry Just mot: by the author of
Icionts Jourtialirna," Auserkian Pub-
, 
lialtiug I ouipany, priuters, Neaten*
Tenn.
After due d- eliberation the Nsw Etta
hoe decided not to oppooe the latest
move of England In the Irish ques-
tion-that Mr. O'Brien shall wear a
convict's uniform.
kir a pity tbe "white caps" of Indi-
ana cannot be exchanged for black
ones. 'Ihere would certainly be inure
comfort iu the exchange to citizens of
Southwesasealasilana, at least.
The sonaotion created by the receipt
of a package by Chief Justice Waite, at
ant suppomal to contain some powerful
explosive, has turned out to be a boaX,
gotten up for the purpose of creating a
setutation.
Late diapst- elies announce the finding
of four dynamite bombe In the yells of
the i.otidetuned anarchists at bleats).
This blasts their last hope. tlov. Ogles-
by will not now, even if he ever enter-
tained such a thing, intertere with the
eouree of the law.
'The imprisoned anarchists are trying
another scheme. They denounce Lieng
as a monomaniac, and say they have
had nothing to do with him for the past
six months. The proper thing for
Liung to do now la to denounce them ad
anarchists, and vow he will have none
of them.
Gen. W. A. Parson", brother of the
condemned anarchist, should be award-
ed the medal for pure, unadulterated
gall. Ile asks of the governor absolute
pardon &rid liberty for his brother, urg-
lug as a reason that "it is unwise to
punish men for misdeeds arising out of
a mistaken idea of duty to society."
As much fuss has been kicked up over
tbe alleged kissing scrape of Messrs.
Gordon and Morgan ad if they had done
something great. Now if they had only
Mimed some pretty woman there would
be an excuats for this. But really
neither could be censured tor denying
in most emphatic terms that he knitted
the other. Ugh:
The railroad commissioners of Kentucky
have completed their annual aseesement
for 11587. A few changes were made in
the valuation of some or the leading
lines, consideration being taken of the
character ot the country through which
the roads ran, coat of building, etc. Tbe
Louisville Nashville main line was
reduced from $40,000 to $37,000. There
wad an Ineremse in valuation, despite the
reduced changes, owing to the increased
mileage.
Two more cities have entered the
rinks of contestants for the National
Republican I 'onventk.n - Cincinnatti
and locilanapolia. The arguments ad-
vatowti in favor of latter-city' are to
the effect that Indiana le a doubtful
state, •rid the bringing together of the
Republican clans into its borders and
ita capital eity would mud strenghen
the party in that State. The clahns of
Cincinnati are preeented by Mr.
Brownlow, a mendaer of the Republican
National Committee, who argues that
the convention should be held In a State
surely Republican, and such he claims
obi° to bet beside the fact of the city
being more aoressil•le to the south front
its railroad facilities.
THE ELECTION.
liai. nr 70011411WD MO RA
11111111ilval II *v ilia Vie* 11110
pillitellihelit 110111111111p, I1111 POP
01110401 ill Ire In41414110 PlYar, is
in•itil4 slew Omit tile 01 the
afintionas a depalceaell ranee 111014 111.
high itst.ding in i'lltosigo, ut alums the
moat dietinguished is Mr. Trumbull,"
It is true that men of high standing
have "deprecated tiw execution of (lie
sentence," on the ground of "public
policy," but Mr. Trumbull's' declaration
does not carry aelght from the fact that
he is counsel !Or the condemned. " Pu
lie policy- dotes not and sli011151 not
weigh anything in the scales of jostler.
No aneeint of "public policy" can con-
done the fact that they are guilty of the
crime of murder, or compliety in It,
and should such policy give them any
advantage over die whu is not an
anarviiiest, but simply an every-day mur-
derer? No; a thousand times no! If we
allow ausrehillo; and eociallats to believe
that for policy's wake, or rather for the
fear ot the consequencee, their crimes
will be punished with leas severity, then
this country will have luau) a repetition
of just aticit au affair as the Chieago one
Every tool f weigner who has *grievance
will at once proceed to blow us and the
country to the devil in short order. No,
sir; hang 'em; hang 'eta all, It's
-public-policy" to do so.
Nu American citizen would be wanted
executive clemency should lie be conviet-
etl oonsplicity In such a wholesale
murder, and can any logical reason be
advanced why there lorelot bomb.
throwers and thd-exelteirr, Whu,liava no
other Interest In tills country- Will to
tear 411'st/tumid ileatroy a lost we have
Warfel to looll.1 tip, be elitist ell Heir,
privileges thisii WP 7 i• Hoare ally jokier
puisialiliot murder by hatigisig in one
UMW and lusprisonusent another, .vith
no palliathig cirettnistances? 1.1fe
sweet. Let this class once underetand
that to violate our laws will call dowo
the full punishinent upon their heads,
and their will be less of it.
Returns up to the hour of going to
press indicate a Democratic victory. la
New York the Democrats will carry the
state by at least 10,000 in the face of
adverse circumstances. The George
vote was lighter than expected, and the
Prohibition vote heavier.
Mahone has been moat gloriously
snowed under in L'irginia and the State
has gone Democratic by a good majority.
Iowa has presented something of a
surprise. Tbe Republicans are heavy
!osiers, but it is hardly probable that the
Democrats can carry the State, despite
their heavy gains. It will be close.
Ohio, of course, has guile Republican.
That was to be aupposed. Foraker will
have another opportunity of showing
his aseinine qualities, and the spectacle
of a great State being governed by a
past-generation-idea fool.
Maryland gives a satisfactory account
of herself by going Democratic by a
majority of about 11,000.
Mauactiosetts the Democrats have I
made large gaine, but the State will go
Republican.
LET JUSTICE BE DONE.
To-day they die. Threat.; arid ap-
peals havq 14„apo effeet arid justice will
be done. 00y one crime in the recent
history of the country has attracted such
atteatioss and wide-spread comment,
and that the assassination of (Airfield.
Petitions have poured In upon the gov-
ernor of Illinois by the thousand*, from
every grade and walk in life, from
every city and state, for executive clem-
ency; threats against his life. hie prop-
erty and his tamily bave been made,
yet he stands firm. It seems strange
that any one conversant with the facts
in the case, should be so sympathetic, yet
ft is only another evidence of the fiend-
mentalistic tendency in the nature of
Americans. Certainly, if ever there
wart a case where the verdict of the jury
should be carried out, this is one. The
highest court in the State, composed of
careful and able men, men who would
mot allow passion to away nor prejudice
excite, after a long and laborious ex-
amination of all the evidence, have con-
firmed the conviction. The evidence
can not c*rtainly have been studied by
these petitioners, but their interest and
sympathy been excited by the howling
f the socialiets and the appeals of
the sentimentalises. They are not to be
hanged for '`expretaing opinions,•' but
ais the Tribune remarks, for participa-
tion in one of the most deliberate and
diabolical conspiracies for murder and
aesassination ever devised by man. In
this connection the New York Times
says: "There was never a ease that
appealed less to any sentimeet of hu-
man pity. If we take the view that
punishment should be retributive, there
Was never a litter occasion for the inItic-
•
JAY (MULL,.
It is rumored in financial circles that
Mr. GOUld'a trip to Europe was not
wholly tor pleaaure and recreation; that
he did nut go for tire benefit of ids
health or to recruit wasted energies, but
to make a Most settlement of the cable
rate war. A mail of Mr. tioultre tem-
p* intent and diaptieltion cannot set
himself to Idling away lila tltue over the
countries of Kurope reeking pleasure
lintel. that pleasure Ise combined with
business. euterpriaes, Excitement is
netweary to his miture. The ihouger• uf
try ing cable competition 011ee Out of the
way rod lie will have nothing to prevelat
the act.ourplithinei.t of the end he seeks
--complete mastery of the telegraph
aervice. The new Baltimore scheme is
not at all likely to startle him or cause
lost of sleep, for there are few capitalists
be they ever so bitterly opposed to
Gould methods, who will care to risk
the $10,000,000, or $20,000,000 neceesary
to put the project in dghting cutelitIon,
with him on the opposite side of the
(entre. Even if there were, there Is no
reason why the subtle machinations of
tide wily itioreopolitt should not do for it
as all others.
The lure of his mauy schemeti la said
to be in regard to the Canadian Pacific
telegraph. For 80012 time past hie
agents have been in Canada consulting
with the president and genera/ manager
ot that culturally, and developments may
be looked for that direction which
will radically change the face affairs
in the telegraph system of diet country.
There seems to Oe no limit to the power
of the man. 'Ile only remedy for the
evil seems to be for the government to
build and operate a system of lines to
compete with hint for the business of
the country. And yet would a measure
calling for an appropriation suftkiently
large to cover the ground pass the house
and situate? It is believed that the
house would pass such a measure with-
out very strong opposition, but that
should it reach the senate it would
either he pigeon-holed or covered up
with such a tile of bills as to le practi-
cally beyond resurrection. But that
such a thing should be nudertaken by
the govertin.ent ia patent to all. It is
the only way to relieve the people of
a monopolistic preasure that is betiding
them to its will, and which can control
the msrketa of this countra, as easily as
it hes raised the price of rates.
PRESIDENT CLEVELAND
The fame of our president has spread
around the world. He is looked upon
In foreign countries as a man alio has
opinions of right and justiee and is capa-
ble of' living imp to them. His recent
tour has shown the popularity of his ad-
miniatratioo and brought out qualities
which haye not heretofore been acknowl-
edged. The president has not been re-
garded as a very good tpeecioniaker,
but Isis tpeeelies through tise South and
West ill thow that that yeality is inhe-
rent in him. lie has also Shown that DO
amount of flattery can turn his head or
make him believe that lie is of more im-
portance than lie really is, ad was sug-
gested by a few northern journals. His
tour dn. a vast amount of good, both for
himself and his party, strengthening it
and binding him nearer the hearts of the
people. As each day Hades some official
act serves to show to the world what an
upright and honest man is he who holds
the reins of our government, and how
well he carries out the true principles
of Democracy. The lamilon Dispatch
recognizee his merit, and pays the fol-
lowing high compliment to him :
"Preeldent Cleveland has returned
from a royal progress through the States
the most popular man in America and
the most outteesalui president since
Lincoln. Four year ago be was hardly
known beyond the borders of Ilk State.
Three year. ago he wam fighting his way
to the preeidetwy through a storm of
disgraceful and undeserved Wittily un-
paralleled even in the pentonailtiee of
American politico. His honesty, his
modesty, his courage and his loyalty to
public duty are qualities which have
conquered the esteem of his countrymen.
'flieste qualitiet have probably not 'served
him ao well with the professional mana-
gers of the Democratic. party, litany of
whole have been teandelized to find that
their candidate o:Loally meant what he
priefewsed, but Mr. Clevelaild will, to alleppearancee, live down the dissffeerionof a section of his supporters, as lee hisslived dewn the rancor of his opponents.If the Democrats wish to sweene ars easyvictory next year, they will nominate
hint *ohs for the presidency. If tbey
fail to do so the chancet are that he will
be notnioated-poosibly even elected-
by the Independent men of all parties."
THE DINIMITERS TO DIE.
The Supreme Court of thes United
flitates having, without disoenting opin-
ion, denied the writ of error iu the case
of the condemneti Anarbilats, the
wretches will die the death they de-
serve, under righteous sentence of the
outraged law-unless the Governor of
Dinois should interfere in their behalf.
This contiolgeney is highly improbable
and the sun of to-day will be the
last they will gaze upon this side of
their fuller judgment to come.
The question to be decided in the ex-
ecution of these people is a broad and
momentous one to the eitizena of the
United States. It involved the person-
al rights of eyery citizen and the rela-
tives rights of fore!gitent In Ulla coun-
try. The demagogical theory advanced
by Ben Butler that the alien immigrant
upon our shores is panoplied with
"triple-plated armor" not worn by na-
tive born citizens, Is the veriest rot of
selOoli, scheming politician. Enlarged
upon aud advocated front respectable
sources this doctrine would soon prove
most disastrous to oar system of social
organism. A large proportion of these
immigranta are ripe fur such notions
when they land. They came from the
slums of European Odell, vicious by iia-
lure and educatiou, and their first
reath of pure air in our free land eog
ONO. end plenty the derilfilin
1114111ft Willril ihelf 1111010 144411411411M
'lase kept Ottan i ailli alovls 111
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IMG 111411,y Of Muse Lena have already
born sown its the Naito field* of our 1
Country. Too harvest is coming uti
early anti threatens to he too abutolant.
The titue has come tor the plucking up
ot the obnoxious growth, and, as well,
for the better protection of our fields by
the proper restriction of there impor-
tationa. The hanging of the *even A II-
art'llistro ill call a MON( timely limit rini
this element already established in
Ainerican society awl It should be
promptly followed up by as effective an
order in the other direction.
PRESS COMMENTS.
VICIOUS JOURNALISM.
Nashville American : There ia noth-
ing in this world in its influence sod
power for evil equal to a vicious press-
Viciout newspaper Kea*
iteroav wrier, totsousie.
Louisville 'Fiume: It is not a ne suer
in which American clergymen tan take
pride that this whole country could not
furnish a man to take Henry Ward
Beecitera plater.
'AMINO UMW:SW
New York Times: With the excel).
tiOU Ctil. Grant, whose eleetIon would
undoubtedly be gratifying to the great
body of Itepublioatis throughout the
Plate, and hu bids fair to pull node
than the party Me, It Is plain that the
Hopithlicati Obits flokel Is losing rather
that otrongth,
111k autoit's womai
NI ashy II le A merican For twenty
year. and more the South's worst ento
Mita have been at 110111e, that is, route
of our Southern mu have, upon an im-
pulse or iti great ignorance; given ut-
terances to sentimental on which the
Republicana have ina.le all their bloody
shirt CallYarklea.
NDEN1ARLY 1RUK.
HICIIID011t1 State: As r matter of
fact, business improved the vety day
Mahone was defeated, rod under Cleve-
land's adininiatration times Virginis
are better thati they hail been for many
years before. There was more capital
Invested In the South last year than ev-
er before In the history of the coutitry.
Let the Southern States give up their
Democracy Mt see how quickly capitol
would withdrawn.
11 1. I 1110.
LooteVIlle Post It would seriii that
instead of Dr. McGlynn expressing poi-
Hence, it is the ()Walk. Church that is
very sorry for w hat it has done.
apeetle of anti-poverty anti the Dew cru-
sade, at a mass meeting last night, "eon-
firmed the rumors that the l'iterch would
recontider its action•' and take him to Ifs
arms again. This. is very touching. It
is hoped the Doctor will forgive the Pope
for excommunicating
STR•IN •T A Geer.
Kew York gvening World: It la all
very well to stop collar-button rallies
and the little fair lotteries, so the law
prououtuies against them. nut the great
wheel of chanee in IV all street still re-
volves and gamblers with big stakes
flourishing high above the statutes. An
innocent slipper rattle is at once hop-
preseed. But a speculator's corner in
the necerseitiee of life goes unpunished.
The camel is unnoticed, while the
gnat is promptly squelched.. What a
wattling satire on the inequalities of" our
12%6'
ClevelanTelliP}:1174;Zslrer84: ISIru.raiter and
Ide manage/a are hopiug and expecting
to carry the campaigis suctesefully
through entirely upon the bloody shirt
issue. These men are baiikio g upon
the paulon* of voters rather than epos*
their intelligence. To carry on a cam-
paign where the real interests tr!' the
people are loot sight of and appealing to
their prejudice, is Insulting to die calm
conservative intelligence of Ohio voters.
Further wanta sorely to be elected gov-
ernor again, but he has taken the very
course that should and will defeat 111111
4 DEFINITZ position.
Harper's Magazine: The question
:of the liquor trettic' is UOW inextrica-
bly intermingled with practical politics.
The universal agitation, the very large
number of Americana who require a
moral issue in politics, the prohibitory
and license legislation, the Republican
anti-saloon enterpriae, the appeals of po-
lities! leaders to "third party men," the
organization the third party and its
steadily increasing vote, all iselicaLe a
growing and aggreetsive power, and the
necessity for the old parties of relinquish-
ing tire Practice of merely detortheing
the liquor trtftle. as tne great tource of
crinie and taking up a definite petition.
LICT Ilia FUN /14:001
Louleville Times: It was a cruel act
on the part of the jill alithoritlea to re-
move tiewe six inuocent little bombe
trout Anarchist Lintig't cell. During
the brief span of life the law ham allowed
these bomb-throwers they should cer-
tainly be permitted to amuse then'.
selves in their own pe,:uliar (million. If
they want to throw these little toy ter-
rors at reel' other, why not let them?
The jail officials' certainly vacate
till the matinee wits over, and If a few of
the morbidly curium) erankt who leang
around the cells slid get in the way the
world would be none the worse for their
loss. By all means give them back their
bombe and let the fun begin.
A 65401) NORD.
St. Louis Globe Democrat: The de-
posits of public money with national
Lanka have now reached about 1,32,000,-
We The ilwrease in tido item was $11,-
328,047 during October. There %VAS an
expatiation in every month of the past
twelve except September. The largest
ne re sae prey ious to October was $2,000,-
000, whiell was made in May last. As
the big increasie in October wee due to
the adoption of new rules by the Treas-
ury regulating these deposits, which
offered bankers some advantages over
those conferred by the old rifles, Secte-
nary k'airchild deserves prai‘e. These
depotits help to reduee the Treasury
surplus; and restore onoriey to trade chan-
omit.
-rue CHINKSK PROBLEM.
New St ork Star: One of die moat
difficult problems that we have had to
face of recent years was the question of
Chintore immigration. We object to the
wholesale importation of the Chinese
because they entered into unwholesome
competition with our workingmen and
we sent three diplomats to secure a
modifications of 'the existing treaty.
The result of the negotiationt has
proved fairly satisfactory, we think, to
both nations. It the dispute had been
submitted to a court of arbitration, the
decision would probably have favored
the Chinese, for they had the best case
theoretically. We should probably have
refused to accept any such decision, be.
cause its enforcement would have caused
seriout troubles in several Western
States,
OPKN •ND •11101111,. nooao.
Philaulelphia Itiqurier : There i4: »
much secrecy about diplomacy. There
never was a public demand for secrecy
govermental affairs, and it is not at
all unlikely that notions would be better
off were it aboitslied. Why should
there be anything to conceal from pub.
lic view in the correspondeuce between
Secretary Ileyard anti the Engoish For-
eign SecretarY about the fitheries dis-
putes, for instance? There is a growing
belief that there is 110110 of the public't
business that there should not be con-
ducted openly and above board. Pub-
lic sentiment is honest and may always
be trusted to sustain the right. Secre-
cy is a relic of monarchy and
have no place in republican inotitutions
A people may be trusted with all
the secrets of their business.
ilik Altai
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publican sturchitic. In Ohio the liefrob-
licait manager* have ibutie so far as to re-
quest members to torn out and parade
In honor of the Repubileart candidate for
Governor on his stumping tour through
the State. in Peoris, Ili., the Repub-
lican nietubera of a moot Flourishing post
have made themselves so olietielye to
their I tentocratir aseociatea that thtslat-
ter have been forced in self-respect, to
withdraw from the body. 1. illuminate
as this degeneratiou of the organization
Is, there ts happily this cotopensation,
that the order toes.* its threatening in-
fluence in politics as soon it becomes
clear that it id only--part of the Republi-
can machine.
111K FISHERV 54110STION.
New York Evening Post: The tish-
ery question must 144 be settled by as-
certaining allot are our rights tinder the
present treaty. If the negotiator's can-
not agree they cite at Isatt settle tiptin a
tribunal to determine what they ore.
No party in either cotintry can pettily
itself hi an appeal to •rilis without first
offering the elltputed pollitt to impartial
arbitrati, m, We attune., therefore, dirt
at some stage uf the negotiation une or
the other party w ill hove to yid I some-
thing o( its prertott claim". We *11611
thee have relachril stage where DOM •
iiirrelel treaty WIll he the natural miter-
queue* of time divot's. The treaty may
short of the wishes of times( who sil.
rttcate rositiplete cotinitertilal hit
WIII almost vertollily .110i on.
lire le life veil, MS 11111 freely or Iii01
would have thole but tor the thwarting
interruption *ratite:I by oar civil war,
SIAIE.10011111.
Illeag0 Herald: A tew years ago It
looked as though the Supreme Court of
the United States and the various Fed-
eral Courts throughout the Dation hatl
taken it upon themselves to ecooltrA the
country without deference to State lisle.
or State rights. The decision ol last
Wednesday, that Illinois can deal with
her A earchlete as may best appear toiler
a istiotn, is a move In the other end the
right errection. The largest pottible
freedom should be given to the States.
No other course will wield tile affet•tions
of the people to the republic. Ilad the
Anarchlats burned Clikago the account
would have stood open for itett3eitient
Mit sill this bunks of the netlon, lint 011I
Of the retierni Tressory, but agalnet the
people of 1111001a Veil '00k County.
The justices tal the I:Supreme Court
be as chary of taking pH/4411(.0mi in um.
of the Stile-defying railroad cases as it
has been unwilling to hoot its ear to tire
prayers ut the Illinoneilefying Anarch-
Ista.
rustic ekvenre..
St. Louis Republican: A new Coo-
grew' will [Wet in December-a Congreas
which will inaugurate the next Presi-
dent. A reduction in the public reve-
nues may be made at the first seasion;
but it will be no easy tack. It will de-
mand all the composure and addresie of
the party in power-ail the votes of the
small 1/ernocratie majority 'lithe House,
re-reforeed by the infitienee of the .‘d-
ministration. 'I lie Republican majority
in the Senate, acting with the powerful
inteority in the House, will certainly
do all it dare to prevent the work and
thug force the Democrat' to go before
the country in 1SSS with ohe shame of
three successive legislative failures rest-
Still, in spite of thising upon them.
formidable Republican oppot'tion, the
Democratic majority iu the House and
the Administration acting cordially to-
gether on a good understanding, may
accomplish the task, and thus at the seine
time relieve the people from the oppress-
ive Republican ineeturee and itself fioni
the reprusch of all unfulfilled pledge.
11111 iturriutits
S Ivan:tali News; Senator Colquitt
is one of Use best known the North of
the statesmen repreisentIng the South In
Coegresa. Ills high moral character am)
connection with the temperance move•
went will give force to his wools. He
is recognized as a man who re presente
the mitiment of the people rather than
a political machine. ficcopying so ad-
ventageous a position, lie can ePgage
in no work 1110,11 profitable to hie con-
atituenta than that in witioli lie is oow
employed. The power ot sectional issues
at the North is always a thrtottening
danger to the South. It ntakesoenerniest
of thooe who should be friends. It rests
on the belief prevalent among Northern
people of iiiiintnitarian inestincts that
Southern white people are the enemies
of southern negroes, and determined to
keep them in a etate of ignorance aiiii
serfdom. Nothing could be further
from the truth, and if Senator Cielquitt
Call ilieabuee their 'nimbi of this belief
he will do the South as good tisrvice as
he will have opportunity to render in
his seat in the Senate.
111K YOUMO TO THE "otos r
hicago Herald; If the passenger on
a street car gsze In the great countiog.
rooms past which lie ride: lie will see
young men; gray ilea& are rare. If he
go into the stored and factories the scale
In years will go downward rather than
np. Little girls hardly eight years old
open the doors rod rtin fur earl'. The
clerks are young women. The Journey-
men are me at middle age. When the
spruce young man leaves the counting-
room at dark, does Ise stop to think of
tbe precious nature of the time he is
using? Does lie reckon his life in that
counting-room at not over to enty years
at most? Does lie pause to considei that
all the gray heath, here been blacklisted
by the natural order of things, and .that
he too w ill be a gray head in twenty
years. !lordly. Ile) picks up his bill-
iard cur or engages in other diversion
with the thought that he will attend to
more terionei things when lie t-hall
to be a grayheel himself. Poor fellow,
little as lie suspects the mealthig hi.
vow, he must keep it. Make hay now.
The gray heade do not have the youtig
nuan'a present opportunity.
THE ORKAT Mart
New York Eveniiig Poet: flea.
that Jefferson Isavia Is failing raphily
and cannot live lung will have a de-
pressieg street t.pon die Republiean
campaign in Ohio. Chic would suppose,
ti read tlie speeches of Gov. Forsker
and the editorial utterancem of Republi-
can newepapers of the State, that the
rebellion was still in progress, a Rh an
hourly prospect that the rebels may
capture Washington. Columns of space
in the papers are devoted to talk about
Davit and hit treasonable iitterancee,
and about the Soritli•a devotion to
In order to counteract these rabid tir-
adept, several Southern speakers, chief
of tellOUI Is lien. Gordon, of Georgia,
have been brought into the Node by the
Democrats. Gen. Gordon has b wii
making some very eloquent protests
against this tectioua: warfare upon the
South, and bout been setting forth the
loyalty of the South of to-day towards
the Union in ternit which ought to
make even Gov. Foraker ashamed ot
lilutself. But as yet there are no signs
that either Ise or the Republican editors
feel any shame. The latter are declar-
ing that "Gordon's eweetnetta le wast-
ed," and that ''George Washington and
Abraham Liocoin are resigned to back
seats to make room for Confederate he-
roes." In the heat of this treitiendotio
crisia even the great istue. "Wu For-
aker snubbed at Philadelphia ?" appears
to have been lost to sight.
-Young or middle-aged inen suffering
from nervous debility, lou of memory,
premature old age, as the result of bail
habits', should send 10 cents etampe
for large Illustrated treatise suggesting
unfailing cure. Addresa World'a




'114ato was held in tIos tit). un hot
honoring, at the court-hernia 411 ethics.
Lionel meeting fur the Illatriele clout DUO-
tul of the moonier of I nion, Ilupltifie,
ilentlerteni, Lyon, Trigg, Webtter,
Todd awl ca/dwen. It was a grand
dUCCelia ill every lespect. school
officers. iesclurs ised friends or popular
education isionifeeted deer and abiding
iiiterett. cu. nit court room Ws.
aril crowded with men and Mileil of
learning, Within the bar sot a iliattin-
Kul:silted gatheritig. 'flier,. sere men uf
promieellee Intl
iirEek1011 (Tenet! a itit
music followed by ail invocation, after
which Prof. C. H. Dietrith, chairman,
delivered the hitroductory remarks, in
appropriate language. l'Ite lecturers
were next on List prtigrannue estranged
for the OCCasioll.
"StIouitil Ilutisee, Their Conetruction
and Carr," by Tommie Hunter, County
Supt. Franklin county. Mr. Hunter**
paper was vein-hilly prep/tied and his
theory ant applicable to the subj..et
disco-pied.
"Alorol !ft-Halloo; Element*
School 'training," by Rev. W. L.
Nourse. Mr Nimi se's lecture was a
moat remarkable awl poweritil one. Ile
the minds of Notileittlf by
a pet fiefly lair preiwittation id facia,
After the oproker hail liniated ihe meet*
eiljoidittil until 1 All p,
Art allatiON 11111101(114,
Al I Ail the clitilitimit Introduced Mr,
.1, 4', Metro. of huttitwe, lectured
• "Co-operalloti ol Parents and Teach-
ers." Thasspeakers blurt was eloquent
▪ "Scipio) 01.4.1plifit. as atm E leivational
Facton.," by Rev..I. '1'. Barrow. Mr.
liarrow'a theory as to proper illeciplitie
anti hie intertiretatiou of some as *judi-
cable to the case was especially nor.
"The Use and Abuse of Text B oloe'd
by Miss Nora C. etsrk. /ler maneer
in her speech wits at firtt enstagIne by
reiston ot its traliknesa and moderation,
and alterw arils hopregaive by its ear-
tiestileali nod %Igor. She ails graceful
niel easy of titteramat awl 'delivered a
Bloat creiliteble. lecture.
State Teacher* Afoot:lotion sold
Its %Vitriol," by It. N. Roach, Glasgow.
Ills remark* were highly Interesting.
The ineelleg then *dialer'''. I till 7
N151111 4100110N,
Ole I'Vellifig .1, J. (ilenti, of Madi-
sonville selected for his 'object, "rob-
in! eitaitiol* Popular &heads ui .•
r. 1 demi nistle ti masterly effort, dis.
playing thorough onalytical powers, and
. broad, comprehenvive (acuity for
liatelling difficult quettiout.
M r. J. 0. Rust, late editor of the N
Eft t, nett spoke on tise eubject of '•Na-
tional Aid to Education." His lecture
Wari unique in Its intellectual range and
one ot the thiett literary effort* proba-
bly ever heard the court house. Ills
delivery was striking, his diction chaste
and lois deportirtent that of ail orator.
11r. Rost is otie of the risieg young
filen of this state.
The Aissociation adjourned after the
vitae of Mr. Ruat't leeture to meet at




Rea elitly, we have more than once
seen the todostatement that Federal in-
terference has had too effect lit checeing
the flitrolishille traffic through this &section
1 hie is a grues error. Ten years ago
i;here were a dnzeii moonshine *tillt ill
Barren. The smoke I rout, some of diem
could be seen from the streett of Glas-
gow. The county wee literally honey-
coin bet/ a ill, moonshine dealers, and it
wad an (pen lautst Gist lien the Ilar-
diode cisme after them they a go
back faster almost's', camp. In Monroe,
Cumberland soil Metcalfe the situation
war intloitely worse then 111 Parrett. It
it probable that at till. dine there were
a hundred moonshine atille operation
in the coutitiee named. Public opinion
Was itillowt unanimously favor of the
',shiners. About this tioie, J. A. Ray
was appointed Revenue agent in this
Diatriet. nay was a malt of iron terve,
and a ent s4otit hit detitts fearlessly.
He cut to pieces dosenei of stills, cautsed
the tare,' of hundreds uf
and figured hi a number of Woody af-
frays between 'overtime tit orecert and
illicit distiiirrs. He filially gave moon-
*hieing IN deatii-blow when. III a des-
perate fight in a ravine of Tracey pre-
cinct, he kille two nntonsiiiners sIld
desperately wounded a third. ti a short
time after this tragic event, there wasn't
to' illicit still in Barren, ant sitilaryi•k, wAhti
Monroe, Metcalfe or Cum
pretent there Is not a doom moonaliiite
eittatilishinents all the cuuntry men-
tioned. Public eteitlitie lit has also m-
il veraeii itielf. The new onler of thingA
hu been of intalculable benefit to theI 
morale or the ewe:Lion named, and ili
majority of localitiers where the festive
momishineotian once tiouriiiiied lie would
riot now be permitted to eeitt.
say the goverieuent has spent Us
motley and time uselessly its moon-
shine tight is a great mittake. Itio se
don has been of the greatest possible
good no a/I the border 'rennet& e ceuti-
ties. Eseetually, inoonsidning will be
a thing toflie past.
4 11011111111•11 All 11110
Nosily, Wale, lloi lad lulu kitaiall1
II, 1411 k4pluouti‘
Duiliteteler ellertiouti eleritt I n'iduJii
him wore swilled by Ironton-
dun. shoci,„ Calletai II„, eapiosiou
tote of the gas books at the city gas
factory . I iiittantai.eoualy a ith the
Mock the tire bell arid railroad yard
enghie *minded an alarm. Many
tl ght it was sot earttoplake as the
dianstrbanee was tverceptibly felt riirongli-
mit the entire eity. Thr ISete of the ex-
pitetion ore about these. Stip't. .1. r.
Hawley had received Weelneeiday morn-
ing a boiler of naplithis gas uil Wer‘
repleniallirig the yard tank, anal bad let
in about 1,000 gallium; alien lie explo-
sion oce•urred. His little SOH, WalLer,
bad mounted the tank and was %etching
the flow of the liquid. Suddenly the
iminenee tank exploded.. The boy was
burled about eiglity-tive feet and fell on
iiis side between the coke and gas hotite.
When M r. II a w ley heard the report lie
ass in the building talking to Mr. Har-
rison. lie immediately reaLzed the rattle-
Lion mid hastened up to to turn-
table to cut. or anti prevent the hinting
oil from cemmunit•ating aids the lige id
iii the boiler. Ilk. then wen; bite* LO
look fur hid boy, And his eyes met a moot
gliartly sight.. The little fellow lay Le-
L8 Cell tall ger tripe•, Ilia
clothed were burned entirely from Isla
hotly. Not a heir reitieliset1 lila bead,mitt his deals was horribly 11111tilet4141.
Dotty were visible IlbOtli lila
skull. The father lifted the ilyitig chilli
tenderly in his Anna and '4011111 lino
5 te•Iiielocii neer hy, where the too
for tumor sliflerer tiled In terrible egotiy.
Ile lived about five hours, When
the aril intelligence reached his
mother elle fainted. The lanialitationa
tlw household were ititieseribable.
The WOW wars a bright and intelli-
gent little fellow of eleven years.
There are only two plausible theories
1141 to the cuticle of the explosion, one of
%Well Is diet @parks front the yard en-
glue fell through the open cap hole of
the oil tank, and the other is that young
Mr. Hawley accidefitally (Propped a
lighted !Will lifto the oil. The
latter is generally believed.
The liones front the hurtling oil ig.
tilted the culvert over the railroad track
on Third street, lost by the prompt at-
tention of the employee of the road the
fire was exthigulabed and wood work
'avid.
The !intend services of the inifurtuir•
ate vietim were held at the faintly real-
dence. on North V irgiela street, Thurs•
day efternoon at J o'clock. lir war in-
tem.,' at the city cemetery.
A Wonderful Well.
The story cireulateil upon our streets
in regard to a eubterranean lake tinder-
Ing llopkinaville does not olialletige
credence, but on the other is•nd the
indications time far are sufficiently en-
couraging as to attract the interest and
Ito-111nm of our progreaaive businese
Dien. The principle point of interest
Jost now is the well on the burnt dis-
trict on Ellis it Co's. property. Last
week the gentlemen contracted with a
Wan named Tint to blast the well, but
after two slays work the contractor
gave up the job on account uf the over-
flowing of water. si to. halve
turned the contract over to another gen-
tleman, who will beef?' this morning to
bore all eight-Inch bole, through a Wei
to run et pipe. A pump with a six inci
ittictiOn Mill be put iti the well. Their
intention of raising water by 11011011-
plieric pressure is to test the capacity of
the stream, %bleb III the est111111001
of Mr. Ellie, inexhatistable. If they
find the tulip)). of water siittkiently
large, then the......• itiatte,o_r of constructive
watt r werle few Ow city will tw the
next most .
Chronic 141o•eneas of the Itossele
resiilts trolls linperiect igesoron
The crude lies in the torpidity of the liv-
er, A regular habit of call be se.
cored by taking simmering Liver Regula-
tor to aid digestion, to stimulate the dull
anti aloggish liver, and rid the system of
excessive polunous bile. The Reg-
ulator correvts acidity of the atoniach
cured dyppepsia and insures regulsrity
of the bowels alike free from laxity or
costiveness. Drily gensithe sold by 11
IL (turner.
Life.
4 111111 k 111;11111a, %Os A:
hoe of kmoctiOis liost llts4 411 Ihe
I
"All diet a linin bath, Ulla. been said
"will be given for his life.', But this
is only true in a Harrow and qualified
metier. A large nisjority of people short-
en life by be-vowing victims to Dyspep-
ale, Billiousneta, Constipation, Head-
ache, Malaria, rte. It )ou continue to
suffer from these troubler, you have no
excuse, for we tell y oii plainly thst
Simmons Liver Regulator aid rid you
of them and like disorders caused by
thiggish state of die Live r, Stomach or
Bowels. Ask the recovered dytpeptka
billious stiffs rert, victillit of Fever and ;
Ague, the ulercurial-dieeased patient
how they recovered health, cheerful
spirits and good appetite--they will tell
•,ou by taking S111111101111 Liver Regula-
tor. Thill firmly celebrated medicine
regulates the Liver, promutes digestion
and fortifies the aysteni against malarial
diseases. bee that sou get the GENUINK




The Br. cketiridge alosionseot Aesochs- when Baby was sir 1. gave her Cr star*0011 Ills IS011eti the followilig, which it when she was • Ch.ld she cried for Castor*requests the press of the State to copy : whoa she became Miss. she clung to CastormLEIING ION, KY., NoV. 2.-The Breck- When *ha hut Children, she gave them Cestorm,enridge Monument Attoviatio'i desires,
in this' public way, to earnestly ilivite
those to be firemen en I participtte
the exercises at the eniveilieg of the
statue erected by the State Keetticky
to John C. Breckenridge, in Lexington,
on November 16, who served with hint
the General Apisenibly ot Kentui•sy,
in the war with Mexico, lo the congr...it
of the Inked States, and In the war be-
tween the States; all nfil 1-rs of the State
now in cote llid/41011: .1111114Pd Or the
court.' and (Aiken; thereof ; the members
ot the present General Assembly of the
State and the members of the General
Aseesoilily 1s77 h, by' whii•li this work
was ordered; the organized companies
of the stale Guard, mud organized as-
sociations tit soldiers who served du ri tog
the lute war.
" the ot-sociation limit it impoosible
to obtain Oa; liaillIt•A Wit! lIddrenneil 01
many k ,t - it desires to specially
invite , therefore it loorea this pith-
ily invitation. J.1/, II( sr,




----is- Ale .11,e—, 
ELECTION NEWS.
YURI, 9.-Iktuocratii.: I
State ticket lime won by 10,000 or 12,000
Nicoll concedes kid defeat for District
Attorney of New york City and the
eleetion of Felloas by 40,1519. The
Democratic vote. in the State shows
large gains.
l'1111.41/Y.LPHIA, Nov. 9 -Pennsylvania
givee a Republican majority estimated
at 20,000; but in the city of Philadelphia
the Democrats, fighting melee tile reform
fiag, have elected their emendates by
over 12,1100, a wonderful gain, ao Phila-
lelphia, In 1880, gave a Republican ma-
jority of 21,741.
RICHMOND, Nov. 9.-Virginia givee a
good majority for the Democracy. The
Legisiature statute: House, tesooliirdit,
anti Senate three-fourths Democratic.
311aboire'm grave will be aide mid deep.
This one victory is glory enough.
Ds:s Moses, Nov. 9 id very
cloae. ̀ The Deniocrala have tootle enor-
omtid grtitle, 411.11Iittelle8 ellOW
that there is a strong probability that
the Detnocrats have carried the State.
Blaine carried the State by nbout 18,1AK1
votee, and the returns already in show
that the Republican Intijority Ilea been
flit down to 7,000.
--••• • 41.—
A Horrible Tragedy.
The ',tont liorrib:e trap dy ever enact-
ed in Loninville wan committed between
tiorkneas anti daylight at 1,922 West
Chestnut street. Charlee Brownfield, a
conitnercial traveler, killed WO wife,
Aliee, his 10-monthe-old don, Harold
mei hie brother-in-law, Wm. Bruner,
cutting their throats with a razor. Ile
thee hanged himself with a strap. 'I he
lour corpse's were not discovered till
Friday moruing alter 10 o'clock. Pov-
erty and dittrets, brought about by
gambling, seeint to be the cause of the'
awful deed. The murderer and tuicide
was the son of Magistrate Brownfield.
Ile said he did not a ith his elle and
child to live, believing they would suf-
fer from arra awl deetitiltion, and that
lils hroJier-in-law %ain't tit to live.
Ail It Is a Otte 'God liath highly 054
111111, *MI g Van a Mime that I.
shove evi 1'3 slam, ;" "a lie hlits
(rout the dead, and set Itittl et lint own
right ;II" heovecly onscee, far
above all principality, stool power, and
might, anti dominion, and ry name
that le nettled, hot only ia this
but faro that *bleb is to Conn.! and 1
bath put all things limier lies feet, sod I
gave hien to be A•41,1 over all thiugs to 1
the rhureb, Which ts los &sly, the full- i
nese reompletion) of him that Mien' a I
In all! ' Head t4.1 Um church, "a buiki-
ing fitly framed fogsther, built tiptoe thr
foundation, of the apostles sold propt.ets,
Jesus Chritt Iiiinewil beieg the t•iiirl
corner stone," as It IS a ritteii, "the
stone a litchi die buildert re jected is
become the head-stone of the corner.
This is the Lord's doing and is marvel
One ill Our eyes:- which grewetio unto
an Holy temple in the Lord, in whom
we are ',easiest trsiether
of G‘si , till wig/4 the spit it!" "to the inteot
that now moo the prim:locale*, and
powers in the heavenly noiyhl
loetteo, ate eh,t,, I. the manifold a honor)
ut Gott!"
Jr•us ae.z •retii, "the lirail (of 'lie
clitirvii," mini "the pastor ol the body "
(los burly, the eintrelo who !toed the
church, and wire 1..mmel/ if, that lie
might inutility mod elsitire it, with the
washing of water by the word," "that
ha Blight present It to !Oilseed a $0191401111
haying apiot lir wrinkle, ur
any such thins," "41'hu 111111fleliptli It
"for we ere moodier*
of hia hudy, of ille still of his boons!"
"iir, Jesus ol Naserstis," la the llood
of the tinily, the church ;" "who la the
begitildog, the first born from the dead :
that in all things he might have the
pre-einhience, tor it plesaed the Father
that in him should all fullness dwell:
and having made peeve through the
blood of hit cross, by Lim to reconcile
all things tinter iiimiself ; by iilm, w nether
Moroi in earth, or 'limp to heal/co.),
By him, the Chrlet, the rounded one,
who said "the opirit of the Lord is upon
nie, bet:aloe lie Math anointed me to
preach Use gospel to the poor." By him,
of %Isom it iia• peril, "Ile shall baptize
4WsaltelooloottiolleeolitttiloYg:tilhortnriC'W
after his resurrection, commanded they
rhould Hut depart from Jeritsalem, but
welt fur the promise of the Fether,
which, said he, ;tin have heard of me,
(or Julin truly baptised with wete.r, but
ye shall beptited with the Ifoly
(Most not many slay' hence, and e *ha 11
receive power after tire fluty Glued hots
come upon yeti : and ye shall be witoesses
unto me, both in Jerusalem, aod irt all
Judea. awl in Saniaria, mid unto the
utterniutt parts of tioe earth."
"And when the day of Pentecost Was
fully come they, :the hundred and
twenty) were all with one aceorif in one
place, arid suddenly there canoe a tound
from Heaven, as of a rushing mighty
wind, and it tilled all the lomat *lucre
they were aetting, and there apveart1
unto them cloven tongues as of tire, aud
it oat upon each of them, and tare seers
all filied trait the 11,1y Ghost, and begam
4pi-eit oiled ideettes es Ills splfli
OPP !NON 1111111410111:" 141100 Nolo 1NP
110:1441.114 at "Flo nos hot," 101004 le
ilta howl, 111151 M1 I HOD 111/0/1, ee
le • I Woo, "lie oni *earn it! t We all Ittpv
Died Hilo oaf body , liothet Jews Or
Goldner, whether lentil or tree," "fur
as lite body ol field ma ,,,,e, 111111
Utility 1111 WWI •ll the members oi
that one Lootly, being nosey me use body
su "h., is Christ!" arid it is written, ott
the day the hotly 4% as Ionised, by the
Baptism' of the Holy (ammo. "there were
add.ol unto thew rby the gilt ist the Holy
taws', three thousand t.onta, anti "140
Lop 41 (jaded It, Ihr ',n 1,, daily rin•ii
were being paved.-
Are yt.0 saved, asel have )ipti beer
"added tu tiie church," and tu Christ,
the Heist, by brirg "tilled w it the Holy
G host ?"
Are you "a briny alone," built tip hit°
that epirittial house, upon "the founda-
tion of she apostles and prophet*, Jeaua
Christ himself being the chief corner
tootle?"
liar lie •'called you out of darktiess
loop bin manclous light?" Are you
•ostrowitig forth Iii• praise*?" Drr you au
that ••all tithe knowledge 01 you that
j tor /sale t•ecii Je•un?"
We live ill "perlioue times" whin
many "have a torus of guano..., but
pour there af." • Ever leattieg
seil never able te tatior it: f knots ledge
of the Iloilo alio ale "boasitni," "wife-
I tour." ittootorb r It la written 'Evil
Imo and stiluceia aliall ease worry mud
! nurse" having a 111111 1 11 lift014111011) of
et/initiate," "I lie time Iona renne when
inry ot toothy.' milord dutotritio,
hash's 'thing irits, and 511511 turn inealf
their rare Irmo ihr truth," "serilfiere,”
"pay Mg ellen Is the pi isilae of Ids
i•tiMitig;" terehleg "the earth alien he
filled with the knowledge of the Lord"
firr,,re "Ile  .t.lt to 'spode vengeance
'well them that know hot God ;" deny-
nig hie word who said, "as it was In tire
days: of Noah, PO ahall it be in the days
ul the con of man," "11.1kettlie AS it
! was in the days of Lot, even thus shall
it be when the son of man shall Le
revealed," as it la written "when thy
Limit/wen/a are in the earth, then shin the
nations learn righteousness."
Many will say in that day, Lard, Lord,
! have we not prophetied in thy wow, and! “te hat,te 1111,Ve OW out devils? and
i int/1511,114e done 'noisy wonderful wutlist
then will I tinders unto you, never
knew you : depart front ins ye that work
Iniquity." • • •
e
Wisest • Her booth.
Alrs. Plocii4. I 'beaky, Peterson, Clay
tells the following remarks-.
tote otory, the truth or whirl, is vouched
for by Ole Tesitlelite 01 the town : "1
I 1111 73 years obi, have been troubled With
ki.they totnplaint anti laineriess for
molly years: mold not dreas myself
without help. Now 1 am free from all
pain awl itoretiesa, and aut able to do all
my own honsework. l owe ney thanks
to Electric Riders for having renewed
in) }out an.I remove! ciellpletely all
: disease anti pain." Try a bottle, b0c
and $1, at liarry B. trarner'd City Iliac-
' macy.
Judge Jackeoo is Still 111 and Judge




The most wondertIll Pain-Curer the world has ever
known. Its effects are instantaneous.
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castoria.
Chas. McKee & Co.,
—DEALERS' IN-
Staple and Fancy Gre4ries, Farmer's Hardware,
Seeds, Produ e and Provisions,
Do•r to Hmaaell'a. 110 Maim Potreet, i at
garGoods Delivered Free to all parts of the City.
FURNITURE.
A few months ago I ope
stock of furniture, hoping)
honest goods and
ed this city a small select
strict attention to business,
Lowest Prices,
to establish a trade with thi people of this city and county.
am happy to that m.t expectations have been more
than realized, and success has determined me to make my
business here permanent.
stock of furniture of all gra(
and added a complete line
I desire to invite special att
upholstered and willow goo
Most sincerely thanking
me such generous welcome,
age. -Store on uth St reet..it
W. A.
have therefore increased my
es, from the cheapest to the best
4* trunks •and baby carriages,
ntion to a new lot of handsome
s, just. received.
he good people who have given
I ask a continuance of patron-




The only brand of Laundry Soap
into! doll a flist class medal at the
hew 01 leans Expositkat. Guaran-
teed absolutely pure, anti for enteral 111,-
buoselioid purpose's is the very hest
tliire.tiv'eSertaas.P 6
ntinnolato•IlantanoplIdilvoe.atrooptie
news: Lod aro oaolgualod its as
ANTI-BILIOUS MEDICINE.
resoloriai dietriota their virtualare widely revolts/400R. m41solo poen-liar proportion la
Ms 'patois from Choi polyps.smell. Nively sugar omitted. loran%SI Note per boa.
SOLD ITIRT1111211.
OMNI, 44 Murray Mt. Now York.
Tam a Mutual gest free to say aeleinno
THE MARKETS:.
Retaillpeleas is llotik mos fitto rorearete foievery Morse I., the Icteal dealer.
Pork, Metall - atoll/Hume eider. . • - • 143Mama. sugar come.
Hams country., • - •
Lard. • fro tFlour, Faber', pateot • . SotIriour, standard . - 4,14.Bran and shipstu ff. loos than be liu.Corn Meal. . 70.Pearl Meal. - - - ItMew Orissa. stelaallea, I. au( v, •Candle.. star, he - - .Sailer • • DOMUps. .
tionilay, par gaiion. . Ittins.. per gallon, • - aetover reed, - CMCut nans.rstail, • 1,81beaus, nary. per bushel. 1.0re.... lwr bushel, Ellcores, gololea. •Coffee, g‘..1 groan ria,
to
' 0,,r, JAVA, •
hams, /owl factory, •
Immo. Young Amor, an. •
ler,
Craeln.1 hum, •
Nagar. /4 0. .
ClarsOod. Non Orissa.Orai.idatiri. •NAIL K•nana. il.w•bri/. •
Gait K snaWa, 7 implode, •Piaganaw, 6-Ottortels. . - .
Serseau, 7 Iambi* • . .
Potatoes, irish, per bushel. seedSweet. per bushel. .
Mackerel. h,.. 1. per tic
Mackerel Barrels. No.1,
LensOne, per .10a4m, - .
Ora age., per &men,
COrn in ear. per barrel, .
Oats, per ouskiel.
Hay. per cut. (clover
Timothy. per cwt.
Hades, dry, Mot, -
Hides Green, - 4Tallow.














Meanest Lica Lobel. No. rr, •. F. • •.
It. 5( r sirleigh, .
Lodge meets at Masonic Hall, trii story
TlkoInueou Block, first Mostlay night m eachmonth.
010 KNT•L IBA PTKR NO. 14.. :.. M.
liodietati. l'
Stated convocations! Monday or ebelMonth st Msaonic Hall.
MOORS: COMMAN DICKY 140. 5. IL. T.
8r. ht. W. waiter. IL. c.
Meet. ith Monday 10 each month 4.1 Mario•ie11311
LOYAL ARCANUM,H()PEIN8V11 c01'11
CIL, NO. U4
los. I. tawdeet. tt sett.
Meet. !deed sib T4rertai. each month alJ. 1. Lai..lelo' u111,,
WOAT041COVINICILNO.ILMOSIN PRI /".
• Cipstise, Chief 4.4misersher.
Steett...i oo. 0. P. Hall. Id awl . •each mouth.
illtIOTI•N molest. NO.030. K. so H.
E. M. Anderson, Dictator.
Meet. *.i an 1 led 'fueeley lb trash stIt, M. A nderess... licl.
EVILIIGHILEN LODGE. NO. as, K. or r.
Jainee Breathitt, C.
Lodge meets the follnd 4th Thursdays in e•-ery month at I 1) 1/ Y. Hall,
ENDOWMENT RANK, K. OF P.
L. R. Davi., eyes's.
Meets at Monday is every month at It M.Anderson'. Mall
KNIGHTS Or THE GOLDEN CROSS.
V. W. Crabb, N. c.
meets the 1st and ad hatters in each mownla Imsement of 5 timberland Cresbyteriaschurcn
4.NCIENT ORDER OF UNITED WOKEM as
W. II. lire.
Time of meeting. an.1 4th Tuesdays
lam), Hoote A co.'. office.
GREEN RIVER LODGE.. NO.114, I. 0 0. Ir.
W. V. Raw Ile, N . G.
Meets every Friday night at I. 0.0. r.mkucT ENCAMPIIIILNT, NO.1111. I. 0. 0. r.
F. F. Ilendernott. C. r.
Lodge meets 1st and Id Taureday nights atI) o
ORDER OF THE IRON HALL
John Moat on, P. . J.
meets 4tb Wc-Inerolit in each motes at Johnlloayon••
FLOILEJilt'S 1.01)65. NO 17, DAUGHTERS
REBERA.
Meet. ard Monday meat at 1. o r Hall
COLORED LODGES.
1.71.10?: BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.
Mortals( and 3d Monday evening In eaehmonth. T ▪ o'clock, at their lodge room, M•isstreet. second story over Houser mad Overithin-er's building. B. McNeal, President; Ned Tor-oer, Sec 'y.
FREEDOM LODGE, No. -5, IL a. F.
Meets lat and ird Tuesday nights in Porotel-sHall, Court street. I. 44 .01am, W. 111; I.. s.Buckner, Secretary.
latsssooKs TsoeLy, NO. U. S. OF F.
Meeta ad and 4th Tueollys on each monthU. B. F. II all Postell's block Court streetAugust* Momes, W. P; Carrie Hanks, D, I'Katie t asky, Secretary.
HoPK INSVILLE 1.0DGE, NO. leek G. U. 0.Or 0. Y.
Meets 2n.1 and lth Monday nights at Homierand Overshinerli lia Main street. Charier
.tetinp N. ci; William Gray, V, G: E. W. GrassP. s ; clerk Ns. F.
MI'sTlo TIE LODGE NO. 11101. G. N. 0.
OF F.
kleets 1st and lit,1 Wednesday nights of eachmonth. Silas Johnson, N. ti; C H. Ruffin P. .8
(.•IAS uf yoUtilt NO. IS c. I I.-meeto 20.17th night to each month at their Lodge ro• m a:30 o'clock Henry erne, Pre,ident: C 11Harnssecreta.e
Sag! Hallam &Co


































Done in the very bestatyle. Asousted br 11
Jobe» and 1. II. Jones. All
Polite owl Skillful aarperp















misirted Preserves and l'ickles, Canned I ;oods of
Lunch I ;oods, Cakes and our Celebrated Cream Bread.
al kinds, Nuts,
:=1. C-all©reatla. Sz Co.
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
38th Tow: Lawton Begins
Tuesday, September 6, 1887,
A FULL CORPS OF PROFESSORS
AND TEACHERS IN aLL
DEPARTMENTS.
1 The ( .iir.-•• of -twit Embracer
: ART, SCIENCE, I.ETTERS, ENGI-
SEEKING, NORMAI., l'OM-
I MERCIAl.aisd MUSIC
I It.th ...eyes adreitt 51 to the Stoll! Ilall andItc,itat. Is !Leone. "I•ii. is a school ey WO IU all• re.p,,I.. ii. tin- hest. luullue liuliell Hulled Witb, the Pre...1cott in College Builihag luting gen -J ell ie.,. sardines 1 Denten lel private fitruoloas PrIee of board.I too II ratr' Fur further pert.. lilac- •••taloauce
' Irtt ad.ines J.11.:41 ha E. IWO an: V,1 
ereniersit.
























T II E NEW ERA.1
—rusLisesp er—
gs., Ere Printing and Publishing Co.
el A YEAR.
IRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 188-1.
To Subscribers.
LJeucltei0C1111/i1100. Hopkinaville would like to leave an The t•ity t•ouncil did a wise thing in fteettett A Co'it Bargain Sale
electric tire atarlo system. ordering the street.' cleaned.
a marked increate in real eetare trans- ,Mrs :e. A. Buckner had a natiefectory ; Now is 3our time to have jour pie-
sale of farming implemelits at Longview
The date with your Thursday.
Mr. C. M. Metehain has let eontract
name printed on the for a new Cottage On (lie I prop-
margin or wrapper of !erLY, 'tear Pith street.
your paper shows when '1. one story resitlenee is in temrse of
rec. e tkm in the rear of Judge .1. 1.
your paid subscription Lemke' for E. G. Canis.
expires. If not renew- James Miller, who wsel eitArged with
ed, your paper will be robbery was tried before Sqr. T. I'. Ties-
stopped on the let day l 
ley Thursday, and &equines'.
The Quarterly Court has been in see-
of the month succeed- Ision two weeks and will continue all
ing that date. next week. Upwartla of 200 cases *re
; on the docket.
continues with unabated swot se It
These Indieu skimmer days have been began with a fU di on Monday and haltat,eler'e etoek sale next eiturday. They say we will yet leave tour weeks
c enparatively free from strikes. It is kept up Tiley are efferiug solile lion •boas jeweler, optician and watch- of delightful Indian &Blinn'''.
too everlastingly dry to strike tor any- Iderful hargt.ies atel the country peoplemaker is M. D. Kelly. Lafayette, this county, has a wedding thing 
except
 water, are specially invited to cellist in to it at !
Mrs. M. W. Griesam'e lee house build- on the lapis for the near future.
'Flames were diecovered ieetrifig trout 0 ice. They will !Mem the chance of the,ing he undergoing repairs. A false alarm wee sounded on the flue Advil il they do not.Dr. Hill's Office on South Main Street, 'bell last Saturday about 7 P. Sheriff John W. Boyd has a new coat Tueeday afternuon, but were subdued
Meeting• Stockholders.of paint on his family residence. Durieg the past week there has been v, how m(ndi damage.•
Sinking Fork is the sortie of ail ril-
l!) 3111 t It) gickfittg thuslastic Baptist revival. Many con-
versione and tiew additions gime the
41 
t apt, C. T. Bell vias in (Meetly Friday. meeting began.
James I.. To ncy was in the eit) yesterday.
Miss Lit a Moseley at rut •unilay in the city
Mrs. Tom cif-Otani spent llonavvy to the city.
Dr. J. it. Woosely wad in the city esterday.
1.r. ter Breathitt has retell hed from Auburn,
KJ.





Mrs. S X enema. of raireiew spent sifter.
day here
Mrs. lion. !Walrus of Beverley ens in the eity
Saturday.
J. M. 'idiom. of Pee Dee. was in the eft,'
emends's.
Jeon,e Frasier. Leayette spent Monday
is the city.
Mn..!.') Cooper iliPILifl5 friends at Nuli.
ii he. Tenn
Miss Mary Vatter ais•nt Friday is the city,
with friends.
MUNI AnateJones. of Penauroke, was is the
city Tuesday.
Mrs. Antos E. Jantecon, of Pembroke was is
the city Friday.
Mts., Nettie Sm•th, of Pembroke. was in the
city Wednesday.
Mutts Laura stinnet. of Cartel. III , is visiting
MIII• Lona:iliac .
Miss Jure Coleman, of Dennettstown, was i•
the city Monday
Mrs Tyler, of Clarksville. is the guest of Miss
Rebecca 1.atluitai.
MIAS Belle Henry, of Leaky resat aueday with
friends is the city.
Walter J. Dalin of Farlingtoa Ky. trent Fri-
ilsy at the Pliwurt
Mr H. PilDri of the 4,3itz Telephone. was
in the city yesterday
Mrs J. W. (Mersin, Chards ltall, spelt
satioday in the city.
Mr..J. K i.ant has gone to New to
hate her e)es treated.
Miss Soot ye t oleman, of Kennett:44w 9sent
Wedueeday in the city.
Mrs. W. A . Masos„of Illeutatead,t tatted friends
is Overtly) Wedkesilay.
Mrs. C. di Radford ilaughter, Miss Mollie,
Penabroke, are in the city,
II B. Long, Store Keeper and tsaitger it on n
I Init to ilt9 1.01Le at 4. roiton
Miss Lucy Prince, of Uallatin, Tenn.. us the
guest of Mrs Ilarr) uarner
Tbs rinentn hotel. the past week Mina ero noted
to its uttount capacity VI ith tunnel-.
Mts. Menie Stever arnica Naturday (roe a
pleasant vie t to friends at Paducsh
MI% and Mrs John.). It; sines, of Montgomery
Ky., are visiting Nashville this week.
Muir Hatt,. Kelley, of the Casky neighbor-
hood, is visiting the llisses Rutherford.
Mr, Hugh T. Boyd. of New York, shoved his
genial ounstenance i• this city Monday.
Mr. Pen.) Hom, the handsoine "Knight of tbe
grrp- is in the city from 1 incionnti, I Into,
Min. Mary Warenelil re. urned to her home at
Lasky. Thursday, after a visit to friends here.
Mr. lien. Shan/ and daughter hare returned
from a live week's visit to kit...inn. and Kaaba&
Mr U. P. Hoestos, of Nastis- die, t- in the city,
the guest of his brother-in-law. Mr W. W.
Tiot •.
• Kr Ben F. Caret, tmneral .fizent Paton
Mama! Lee insurance co. in the ell) a
fete days ago
Mrs Hanah tirisbery. of Bono. Virginia.
is was/ties the,it.,. the ink,/ l.f awl Ilea.
'Jot ,olonton
Mrs. Sue Hewitt., at Prowettin, returued Mune
Moaday alter an etteseisd ii.it to her mother,
Mrs. M. A. Leavel.
Miss Lithe Hendrick. of Clarkavilk. Tess ,
wholes. been slatting friends in the city, left
Tuesday for her hem,.
aim Henrietta Bowers, of Loots:tile. alter ;
pleasant v lint to her sloes, Mrs.Sa,n Stites. re-
turned polite TitUrsdat .
Mies Hesdrtok of Clark.' Ole, Miss Betio Wis-
dom' of Paducah, and Miss Emma Wheeler, are
smiting Blues Julia Venable
Mir Mamie Campbell has returned home
from Martinsburg, W. Va., ',hese she visited
Pier user, PIT Boyd Fatilkser„
Miss Bessie Tue.. or Pailseah aeteoneamed
Mae Haute Stevens to this city frost Paducah
statarday. She us the latter's gue-t.
Mr. A ti Dolt, a former business man of
thus city. but mow of Kansas I it,, was seen
cireslati•g among his old friends last week
Miss Mollie Layne, of Fair, leo. and Mrs.
Polk I &aster anti Master I. barley. of this col'',
are visiting relatives at Dixon, Ky.. this week.
John H.( avennah and S. H. Myers. Kelly;
V. A oars:tett. Pembroke. es- E. Wartelit.
Casty; J. A. Boyd, Bessettatown; P. W. Cor-
nelius and Lucteu PPoaI, Itaimbridge; lit. A.
G. Wilson, Trenton; C. B. C heerry, Longview;
Be. Carroll, Fairview; Jolts W. Looper, Ben-
nettwewn and J. et toe. Belletew. n cretin the
city Momlay.
John 0. Kest.
The lecture of Mr John 0. Rust, at
the Court-house last Saturday before the
Teachers Educational Association, has
been tbe all absorbing theme of conver-
sation both iii votutueretal and social
circles. Mr. Rust is comparatively a
3 ming wean, mud is destined to make his
mark.
The speech was a powerful and a re-
markable one. Mr. Bust has already
received urgent invitetions from Nash-
ville mei elsewhere to repeat the lecture.
- -
The Cniversalist (larch Here.
It now appears that the NEW Zia WU
mien formed as to Ow retablishment of a
congregation here by the Univeentitst
preacher, Mr. Gibb. He did organize,
and took inoi the church sixteen mem-
bers. °filters as follows were also
elected: H. B. Clark, Moderator; H. L.
Holt, Clerk; F. P. Renshaw, Treasurer;
Julian Hord am! F. H Renehaw,
I ieacoms; Jno. Promo., J. W. Yetteey
and Polk Catteler, Truetees. Mr. Gibb
will visit thie place again soon and an
effort aril, be maple to secure his services




Mies Libbie end Mr. 'V. P.
Faints, of Yon wt re allar-
Heil at the residence id' the bridled fa-
titer, on the evening of the 30th, by the
Rev. Mr. Hopkins, in the presence of a
few immediate relatives and (Heeds.
e he bride Is very well ittiowo in this
city, and has a host of friends here who
wish her well. The groom is proud-
nettely itleutided with the furniture
bonne of W. Fake 4 Co., in Fort Worth.
The bride's toilet was a handsome
traveling dress of blue broadcloth.
Sborely after the ceremony Mr. and
their efforts. The head of the firm, Mr.Mrs. Ennis left for tort Worth, where
they wiil reside. K. B. Bassett, though young in years;
Tile bride received many elegant and is old for hie age in business and never
falls to make a good impression on acoetly prevents ail many congratula-
customer.tory telegmps from a dietance.—lienver
t t ed.) Republican. When a newspaper reporter collies
ese hunting for news "don't be a clam."
A Brakeman Badly Hurt. Extend to him that courtesy due the
Mr. J. R. Wite'ree was the happiest
man on Main etrect yesterday. Its
mime is J. R. W., Jr., and le's a Demo-
crat of the Wattersoan t> pa.
Hopkinsville's relliehnem prevents us
From having an electric light @poem.
The council shou'd come to the rescue
and make arrangements for a moonlight
schedule.
_ On Monday night a borer at-
tached to a buggy ran off on Fairview
pike, throe/Mg its vacetiparits, Mr.
Charlett Oliver end Miss Hord, into the
street. Neither were seriously hurt.
On Tuesday night, Mr. C. A. P. Foe-
ter, of Antioch, an old and respected cit-
izen, died of paralysis. Ile was eighty-
three years of age and had been a citizen
of this county for the past thirty 3 ears.
The California and Kansas fever still
prevails to a limited extent in Hopkins-
ville. Thirteen families of Christian
county people have left for the west
since the "fanatic" law went into effet•t,
The "Summer Bret le" Club couipos-
ed of young ladies and gentietnen, !mid
another of their series of dances Thurs-
day night at the family residence of Mr.
George Merritt. The evening was
highly enjoyed by thaw in attendance.
Messrs. Andrew Hall and C. M.
Meacham, who left tide city several
weeks ago on a prospecting tour through
Kansas, Colorado and California, re-
turned Friday. Mr. Hall speaks of
California in the highest eommentiation
and will probably move there.
Wedheaday afternoon Mr. Rieliard
Chesney, a 3 oung man well known in
this city, met with a painful accident
which may result in his death. Ile was
employed as a brakeman on the local
freight ruining from Evansville to
Nashville. He was mounted on top of
a ear aud was in the act of 'letting off
!Drakes when the train gave a sudden
jerk, throwing young Chean off the
root of the ear headlong to the ground.
lie struck the hard earth with terrible
force. When lie fell hie body bounded
Front what we can learn our citizens
will receive a proposition ecion from the
Ohio Valley railroad. It will depend.
of course, on the nature of the propoei-
lion whether it will be accepted or not.
We need railrosel competition, but not
the kind that Gordmi (urinated us —
Clarksville Democrat.
Mr. Chat. Whittaker and Miss Ionia
Fields were united in the holy bond.;
of matrianouy, Thurveley eveniug, at
7 o'clock, at Concord church. The at-
terniante, were Mr. Wesley Littledeld
and Nils@ Annie Morrie, Mr. Torn Can-
non and Miss Maggie Courtney, Mr.
Cherie@ Lacey and Miss Emma Court-
ney. and Mr. Eddie Deets and Miss
Hattie Courtney.
A sad case of mental derangemetit was
that of Mrs. Sarah D. Ketinetty.of Belle-
view, tried before Judge Braeher 3 eon r-
day afternoon. l'he unfortunate lady is
Get years old, and worth over $4,000.
She liar been in bad health for several
months. She was pronounced insane
by pliyeiciehe upon whose evidence site
was admitted at the Apo hum as a pay
patient.
A prominent councilman in coolverea-
tion with the city lien sgatherer yester-
day, said in regard to the tiew bell,
"that the thing most needed is a good,
reliable eletoric tire alarm system, the
digging of a few tire cisterns., and with
three a thorough orgeniz anon or the
Ole department. It may cost is mething,
but then a city cannot be expected to
prosier without thorough and
complete organization in all its depart-
ments.
James Bradley, a well known young
man about town got into trouble with
some parties Thuralay afternoon near
the old Fair Grovilde. Ile was on Main
atreet later in the evening with ot doub-
le barrel @hot gun and blood in his eye
hunting for parties whom he alleges at-
tempted to assassinate hiiui. Warrants
are out for the would be aseasins. They
were all drunk.
McKee & Co. are now about straight-
ened out in their new quarters on Main
street next door to Russell's tomer.
They are doing a large retail business
also a considerable wholesale trade in
staple and fancy groceries, queeneware,
tinware, confectioneries, &e. They are
headquarters for everything in their
line and may be relied on to fill all or-
ders with the best goods at the lowest
prices. Call oti thetn for choice family
supplies.
A t•oal famine lu this city is Imminent
and the chances are that it can not be
stored unless there is rain soon. Moat
of the adj went tuner ale out of water
and are having the greeted difficulty in
securing enough to run their machinery.
Local dealers are having much trouble
In getting their orders !Med and tios
consutnero will soon begin to stiffer—
at lead, great ilictutVridence. Let us
coal leurnere pray fur rain—and a coin-
petieg reliroad.
The first of January Mr. Dave Heise,
formerly an employe in the store of Mr.
K. Morris, Isere, will °len up a general
dry goods store in the old C. W. Terry
home-, lately vacated by F. Morris & Co.
Mr Meese is a good young business man,
and it is predicted for him that he will
receive a good traile.—(elasgom Timm
Mr. Hesse is st prevont a salesman in
the clothing eetabliehment of N B. Shy-
er, this city anti is • young flan of ex-
cellent morals and fully competent to
manage the bind:Pas in a hich he will
soon migagt.
A motig the business men slid inatitu-
none of our t Ity who go to nisi(' tip It.
commercial importance and prosperity,
the new-connote, Bassett & Co., have
already gained a prominent piece in
the eyis of the public. These young
men in every way deserve it. They are
live, accommodating to the people and
reliable. They believe in pushing their
business in every legitimate way and
are more than pleased' with the result
of their efforts so -far. Their trade
eeenus to be increasing daily mid the
more they do, the greater seems to be
press from the general public. But how
many people when approached by a re-
pertea with a simple question return all
Indiffereut answer to his polite question?
If the public would only stop to think
for a moment they would remember
that a newapaper reporter has every-
thing to gain by politeness. No one
cares to talk to a impertinent inquisitor,
and as men they only ask to be treated
with courtesy. If a Wad does not care
to furnish the press with any certain in-
formation lie can make his intentions
almost wider the train an d had it not known a ItIvout resorting to Menke,
been for the fortunate presence of mind which, however galling, a reporter is
of one of the train into in snatching often bound to swallow. If people
hinmiu unit of reach of !hanger, he would would only treat new egatherers with
have here cru.hed and mangled under ordinary pleeency, 'tell them the whole
the wheele: lie was put In the cebooie
mei carried to Evans•ille where tie now




Preyor Crimes and Eliz i White, col-
ored, were married in the county elerk's
office by Judge W infree on Saturdae.
141.1551 bricks for sale at John Pr:one's
tunes takeit. Cabinet Photographs re-
duced to $3 per doyen at Andereon's
Gallery. (onus at ones..
A lax pa) er save that the new !moon
haat loev•  wears tit itirtileiting light
brrek e aril, Low priee. Apply to tor our citizetie ill the en Lurie,. What's
JSII If. (..ItitleN it Co. the neater si ith the gas?
We underetand that tio. city t•outeil Cmulittinicatione, lii. ls accompahied
will intent wrestle %int the e ater-teorke by the lull name of the writer, not for
questioil at their next regitiar meeting. pitblit•ation, but for reieretit.e, will only
tied a plet.e hi the waste-basket.'the lofts from the fire in Naslitille Is
estimated at between $150,000 and $200,
000; pretty well covered by insurance.
Frosts will hip the aspirations of some of
the loval politicians belore
elect ion.
Polk (emitter w ill begin next Saturday,
his regular stock Sales at his stable, and
continue them Oli the 21itl Saturday in
each month.
The Southern Express Company sold
at public auction Monday, unclaimed
express matter. The sale found many
"tilancutsd."
Hon. Jelitt Feland has lestwd the
ground adjacent the old Ward property
and is having a neat anti handsome law
office constructed.
Mr. Louis Solomon has rented and
now occupies the reaidetiee on Nce.th
Main street, recently vacated by Prof.
Jas. G. Bratultaue
Marriage licensee were issued Satur-
day to the following couples: P. E.
Roberta anti Miss Mollie Beasley, Jno.
Reynolds and Miss Louisa Brown.
We again arise to call the attention of
the police to the gang of dead-beats,
strumpets and negro gamblers who in-
fest 701 street. opposite tine office.
When you see a man slinking home
late at night w ith two boxes of fried
oysters, it is a sure sign that his mother-
in-law is expecting him, as well as his
wife.
The Jewish Society Club gave a pleas-
ant dance in the residence recently va-
rated .uy Mr. Lewis Solomon, last 'ruin.-
day night. The affair Was a brilliant
Silt:Vega.
They say that the city dog-killer, if
such an indiyidual eall he route], is
needed near the curlier of Ninth awl
Main.
The eladisoliville special correspon-
Dixie W neon @aye that the November deiut of the teimentiati Enquirer aired
his paper last Friday a highly sensa-
tional account of an alleged foul Iliselasid-
nation, purported to have occurred at
Earlingtott, a mining town, three miles
South of Mains meille. The fates in
the case as gleaned by our reporter are
about these: Redford Crabtree and
Louis Morton were present at a wed-
ding. During the festivities they be-
came involved iii a quarrel over a
young lady whom, it Retitle, Redford
had laid claim to, and whom Lotiis ate
t•onipattied liOttle 1 rote the wedding.
Ile was met on the way by Crabtree,
who, greatly enraged, drew a pistol,
shook it in Morton's face and threaten-
ed hie life. III the morning Morton,
excited over the pret ious night's diffi-
culty, met Crabtree on the street anti
leveling a double-barreled eliot-gun at
his rival took deliberate Mtn, and tired.
One of the loads struck the victim in
the head, but the shot glanced upward
and failed to kill him. The other shot
missed the mark. Crabtree naturally
thought his head was shot off, but is
to-day able to be upon the street*, feel-
ing little the worse for the shooting.
Morton surrendered to the marshal and
was lodged in jail. Saturday lie had
his preliminary trial and Was held for
shooting with intent to kill. In default of
bond the prisoner was remanded to jail.
On Friday afternoon of the same day.
Bettie emith, • colored married woman
Look an overdose of morphine with sui-





Attempted Murder and a Sui•
vide the Same Bay.
'lite "water-works necessity" in Hop-
kineville will have a chance to catch its
breath until after the December election,
thee things will cheer up again as tight
as an oyster.
Quite an excitement was created near
the depot Saturday. Mr. P T. Huff-
mat''. team became frightened at the
tramming passenger train and rail away,
but was stopped et Litout damage.
The Nan Kits acknowledges with
thanks the receipt oh tickets and invita-
tion from the Wt v•kly Jourtial to the
opera "Laredo," at Ileuderoon, on
Thursday arid Friday night of this week.
Saturday night at the Teachers meet-
lug at the Court house, Mine Katie Mc-
Hopkinevilie. sang a solo.eller
full, rvund, rich voice thrillepi all pres-
ent •nd she was greeted e Oh much ap-
plause.
•I'lle dirt ems' of the Christian Comity
Turnpike Company made a tour of in-
vet:tit/it over the newly macadatnized
road from Hopkinsville to Fairview on
the Todd county line, last Saturday.
Work will begiti on the Paltneer road
this week.
The lee facto, y
McClure St Perry being the purchasers.
We understand that several prominent
citizens propose uniting with them anti
proceed to organize a new company
WiLli the view of renovating mid enlarg-
ing the entire piece.
In the parlors of the Potrnix
on last Friday slight, Mr. Peter Roberts
and Milli Mollie Beasley were united in
marriage by Re','. ,J. W. Lewis. I', was
a surprise to tive old folks at home. Mr.
Roberts is from near Longview and his
bride from Montgomery, this state.
Messrs. Bowles & Snoddy, experi-
enced artists and gentlemen who come
well recommended to our t wit, have
opened' a photograph gallery on
9th street, next door to Goeeett•e furni-
ture store, tip stairs. They propose to
locate permaneetly and have fitted lip a
handeutue gallery.
Lucy Baker, colored, was arrested in
M. Lipetine's store Saturday afternoon
by Sheriff Boyd, charged a ith petit lar-
ceny. She had a pair of pants valued
at $4.50 under her shawl. Site waft ar-
raigned before Judge Brasher and in
default of COO bolid nes incarcerated in
jail to wait it preliminary t xattiluation.
Saturday bight, Jeff tucker, colored,
got into a row a Ith a brother runtit•us
on sixth street. The utiknown negro
claimed to haat. given Tucker fifty
mite, which the latter defiled, where-
upon the. "unknown" let fly a Ihrlek-
bat at his &derriere, anti knocked him
down, inflicting a painful scalp wound.
No arrest.
Niles Lizzie Smith, of Newstead, a ho
has been partially itielne tor mote than
ten years, aad *tentagei a lunatic last
Saturday by Judge Witilree and spinet-
ted in the asylum. It he said that Miss
Smith watt at °tie time a Itavorite
Newstead society, and that her tneutal
derangement was t•atiaed by nervous
prostration brought on by over study at
school.
was sold Wednesday,
We are @uttering from one of the most
severe drouthe that we have had since
18:41. Many families are sending their
washitig to Evansville, Louisville and
Nashville lauudries. Peet tires are /Wed
tip and motet aster le exceedingly scarce.
In September the corn crop was serious-
ly damaged, 'tut more that' half a clop
was realleed from our best Medal, The
tobacco crop, althottell quite large was
injured by the dry worthier.
A bright little girl, aged about four
years, strayed from Its mother, Mrs. John
T. Joinison, on Slain Street Saturday
morning. Mr and Mr.. Johnson, with
their three children were shopping, and
while in Franker@ the little girl stepped
out of the door Kiel wandered tip toward
the court bowie. Policeman Wallington
found the child in the middle of thestreet
crying for its mother. The child was
restored to its parents after some little
search.
We are advised that parties interested
In the coal mines of this county are talk-
ing of builditig a Manch road from the
0. V. to the wines. Tine Is an enter-
prise, it is hoped, that will be taken hold
of and pushed to euceees. The Critten-
den county coal has no superior this side
of Pitteburgli. The 0. V. runs within
a mile or two of' these veins, and a
branch road will give our coal the same
advantages that the Dekoven coal now
has, if the railroad company will treat
the matter fairly.—Crittenden Press. •
It is a fact well-known that Hopkins-
ville has more palatial residences and
neat cottage homes then any other city,
according to its size, in Kentucky, and
It is alsu well-kitowil that the people
here display line taste iii the itsterior
decoration of tiwir litithee. It is ali a
mistake to suppose the' one will find
everything pertaining to advancement
of art in the older cities of the east. lit
Hopkins% ilie to-day we find just is
111001 culotte in. needle iti styles tit Dtress
truth or nothing at all, there would be and in fact eter3 thing pertaliphig to an
less kicking about alleged mierepresen- advanced civilizatien as we can Mel iii
tations in the papers. Philadelphia or Boston.
Au
A Sickening Nuisance.
Tile property knowit as the old Gus
Ilan place is to-day a filegrat•e to civili-
zation. Tide noted rentleztous for the
most tiotorious and abandoned set of
creatures that curse the city, hag long
been a foul stench in the nostrils of all
who do business in the neigh-
borhood. Why it is not bruken up is s
(petition. At all times of day or night
the moist disgusting scenes are enacted,
and it is a disgrace whicis should not be
tolerated. Yesterday two shameless
frequenters of the place were makine
an exhibit of their peroons, using the
most obscene language, anti apply ing
epithets to people passing along 7th'
street. An attempt was made tea quiet
them, but before the itegroes had suc-
ceeded in getting the she-devils subju-
gated. they were considerable scrawled,
and emit received a bite on the hand by
the half drunken creature.' It is a
strange and uttexpleinable m3 stery that
our peace officers do toit show their
brass-buttoned uniforms in this eection.
In the pairnieet days of ?uncoils such
serums were never witeeseeti as are daily
to le. seen in this locality.
An Important Arrest.
Last sejtirday the police offieers were
notified that Lewis Boyd, col., who had
escaped from the chain gang in Padu-
cah, was in chid Section and to keep a
lookout for him. sattininy Hight °M-
eels Steffen!, Giciley •nti Debney ran
him dowei at the Blue llonee and caught
him, whetu be proved to be a more im-
portaut catch than they had expected.
He was identified as Lewis Hester, who
allot and killed Prince Boyuliam, col.,
near Lafayette, Ky., in '71/ or 'SO. Ile
*hot lioynhatn at a negro dance for step-
pipg on his foot, disappearing itnniedi-
ately thereafter, his whereabouts re-
mainiug unknown until itio arrest Sat-
At a called meeting
BM of the Christian
held Nov. 7, 1887, the
of the stoekhold-
Co. A. els H. A.,
following offieers
Crammed and Jammed
-- IS TILE CONDITION OF OUR
Mammoth Double Store Rooms
WITH THE LARGEST STOCK OF
Were elet•ted : W• T. R tilfsiri, presi-
dent ; II. B. Garner, 4. A. Thompeon,
Dr. .1. P. l'PVtoil, E. W. Walker and °thing, Cloaks, Blankets, Boots &Shoes,Judge W . 1' 11'infree, (lire •iiirs JohnW. falt•Plierevel, seen (any.PREFERRED LOCALS
TiliM-TY10. Dress Cioods. Furnishings, Notions, and General Dry Goods for
We will place on sale Mon-
day, Nov. 7th, thirty-two
special bargains. Space will
not permit us to enumerate.
No lady can afford to miss
this sale. It will continue
throughout the week. Come
early :Ind get first choice of
these Nvonderful bargains.
We have Offered some great
drives since we opened, but
this lot eclipses all former
offerings.
Remember Monday Nov. 7.
DASSETI
Bide for Beef and Mutton.
I will receive sealed bids for beef
and mutton, one year'e supply,
for the Western Lunatic. Asy-
lum, from Nov. 143, 1s457, to (let. 31, less
Said beef and mutton to be delivered
and weighed at the Agent:1i. Settled
for monthly by said weight. Must be
delivered i.i equal quantities in the fore
and hind quarters, and be of first-elese
quality. No bids received after Nov. le










wants the public to untiereuitel that if
he IA not a millioneire and has no big
money Iiitti•11f, lie is backed by parties
that have plenty of money, and he buys
the same tease of goeds that all jewelers
handle. Ife buys for caArt and sells for
eaton anti therefore can and Will sell on
a small profit. He has lot•ated here to
stay with and help the people of llop-
kineville, to make it a prosperous busi-
nese town and is willing at all times to
niakte hid word good with, all whey deal
with hitt'. lie can be fetind at 105
!thin street, opposite the opera House.
FOR SALE.
The Nixon farm j miles east of Crof-
ton, al/ lime stone hand. plenty of timber
part of it bottom land, 105 acres, dwell-
ing, 4 rooms, good barn and stable.
Apple to tilui on the farm or Celli.. &
Co., Hopkineville, Ky. Price tow.
No. $e.
urday night.
A farm of 130 acres
TheTobacco Board of Trade met and good land 20 acres in
elected the follow lug officer@ for the en-I timber. Within two
miles of Gracy Sta. on
the I , A & T R. R. Im-
provements: Dwelling
with 3 rooms, stable al-
so if desired, e0 acres oi
timbered land detach-
ed. Low price, and
long time on both.
suing year : T. Herndon, president;
E. M. Flack and .1. D. Kendrick, first
and second '.ice-preeitlents; M.
Clark, secretary ; W. J. Ely, assistant;
R. E. McCulloch, treasurer; commit-
tee of appeal, E. AL Flack, T. R. Han-
cock, J • II. Pettile, B. K. Gold, D.
Koehler —Tobacco Leaf.
HALL'S
There I. more l'atarrh In this section
of the coutitry then another diseases put
together, anti until the last few years
It was suipposed to be Incurable. For a
great many years Dot•tors pronounced it
local ilhuiease, end prescribed local
remedies, aliil by conatantly failing to
cure with lucal treatment pronounced it essary out buildings.Incurable. Steence has proven Catarrh
to be a evolctIttitiotial disease, and there- In splendid repair.
fore requires a coestitittional treatment. Terms easy.
Ileli'e l'atarrli tire, manufactured by Ne 7 .
F. J. Cheery & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the
312 acres of land on
No. 7$.
only conetittitional cure now ou the
market. It is taken Intel-tally in doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It acts
directly upoe the blood and mucus sur-
faces of the system. They offer one
hundred dollars for any case it fails to
cure. Send for circular and testimonials.
Address,
F. J. CHItNel tit CO., Toledo, 0.
Pr "Sold by all Druggists, 75 rents.
CATARRH CURE
A haring Sr ,nadrel.
THE FOX PLACE.
On South Main street
with 2 acres of land
Dwelling with 11 rooms
large stable. All nec-
Little River between
Cox Mill and Palmyra
roads, a good dwelling
6 rooms, hall, pantry.
Barn to hold 25 acres
tobacco, stable with
capacity for 25 head or
stock & cows, 4 tene-
ment houses, 2 cisterns
never failing well, good
orchard, ice house and
Ttiertity evening about 7 o'clock the 86 acres of timber.
sanctity el Mr.. Bobbie (MIMIC,' toile
home wits !rivaled by a darlitg, butly
brute who thought to norpotrate rob-
bery. Mad 1.:11* limner, on eellinable
young lady who roselike with Ildre.
Griffith, hal W01111011 to atop viiit the
Price $9,000, one-third
cash balance 1 & 2
years with interest.
We have Dwelling,
Vacant Lots and some
back door to pump it but•ket of water. Business Property for
The chat"." 
was
 kifilY fiiN feet frfifil Bale, well located in
this city.
the limier. When she put the pall down
to replettlett it. she was suddenly iieleed
from be by mettle unknown person.
Miss Ella called out for aseletence grid
broke from the settundrePai embrace and
ran into the house. The villlato who
ever he was, leaped over the fence and
escaped into the darkuess. Mr. John
Griffith persued the unknown man to
the fent•e and tired his revolver tat the
retreating figure. Miss Houser was
greatly excited at the time awl unfor-
tunately cannot give a description of the
fiend.
Death eta Venerable Lady.
Mrs. Mary Higgins, the venerable
mother of Meson. Ed. and James Hig-
gins, died at the residence of Mr. Ed.
Higgins at Crofton Saturday night, of
old age. Mrs. Higgins was a nioet es-
timable lady, an affectionate  titer,
anti a kimi, benevolent friend. She died




attufsetured only by the California Fig I
eyrup ,o., San Francisco, Cal., is Na-
ture's Own true Laxative. It is the
Dust essily taken and the most pleas-
tritly effective remedy known to cleanse
he syatent when bilious or costive; to
nivel heediarliett, colds and fevers; to
Pire habitual constipation, indigestion,
ie. For sale In 50 cents arid $1.00 bot-
oleo by H. B. Garner, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Fire and Toruado Insurance written in
first-class Couipaniee, and prompt at-
tetition in cue of loss.
Negotiating Loans a specialty with
us.
We rent houses and collect rent'', and
pay taxed for non-reeillents. Come to
see us if you want ati3 thing in our line.
'. FOR RENT.
3 Room Iodic'. on Princeton street.
Price 8.50 per month. Poeiwasion now.
4 Room house, lot, garden, stable etc.
Bryan street. Price 10.00 per month.
Puesession how.
FALL AND WINTER WEAR.
We can quote you lower prices on the above than any house in Hopkinsville or adjoiningcities. Our endeavors shall always, as in the past 28 years. be to please in Quality, Quantityand Prices, gi% ing all our customers the
Best Goods, Most Goods and bower Prices
Than any other concern this side of the Great Metropolis.
We Invite The Special Attention Of The Ladies
TO OUR ELEGANT LINE OF
Cloaks', Wraps; aricl. Jackets',
Also Children's and Misses' Cloaks. Our stock is the largest and newest in the city, and we
1/31425f3r € c ixip titi ci ii. cork Folusla 1131-amarixtetritis•
Before purchasing look through our immense stock
01c1
M. FRANKEL & SONS.
13 and 15 Main Street.
A MAGNIFICENT OFFER,
IF ACCEPTED AT ONCE.
No. I.—The Weekly N FR Ett• tin Jan. 1, IsSe, $1 00.
No 2.—Tiw AlitEttiv AN Ai:kit:IAA 1•RI-4, post-paid, lengliell or Gernien,, for
the balance oh this year and all of 1SSS—fourteen months. Price, per
year $1.50.
No. 3.—Fences, Gates mid Bridges. A most practical volume, published Cleto-
her 15th, only work of the kind extant, elegantly bound in cloth and gold.
300 illitetriations. Books on architecture abound, but this is the first
work specially devoted to the euhjects upon which it treats. There are
chapters upon rail anti other 'primitive fences; stone, itod, board, and
herb-wire fences, iturilleps, gates and fastening*, wickets and stilt*, coun-
try bridges and cuiverta; atpi also a chapter on fence law. The large
litentwr of illuetrations are lit most eases representations of fence., gates,
Pte., iii actual use, the utility of which is thus made clear. Price $1.00
No. 4.—Etigraeinge of the Hornet, of our Farmer Presidents. 11xIS, issued dur-
ing 1881; anti 1887, viz., Wasitingtote Jeffersen, Jackson, Garfield, etc.,
etc., together with descriptions of same, by eminent American writers.
Not for sale, hut fully worth, each $1 00.
We will furnish all the above, post-paid, for $2.50 or the Tat-1VERner for $4.00.
Seed six cents to 751 Broadway, New iYork, for mailing you the November
number of the AMMO:AS Ataticreet•aisr. contenting four hundred and seven ed-
itorials, contributed and deecriptive articles. and two hundred and forty illuetra-
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JOB WORK
Neatly and promptly executed at
Thies 40,1titgl4:34ei
4 CHEAP GOODS.
My Fall stock is now arriving by every train, and my store will soon be filled with all styles of
TIEME 313M9E" GrCOC,MIES
from the best Manufacturers. I have a beautiful stock of
ID IRA MSS GOOD
with braids or velvets to match. Ladies' and Misses' Shoes of all styles and the best quality.
The Celebrated
Red School-House Shoes
for boys and girls. The best of Boots for men and boys. A large lot of good knitting yarn just
received. A fine stock of Carpets, cheaper than ever before. All staple goods at the lowest
prices, and in fact, I intend to sell goods cheaper this season than they have ever been sold in
this market. Give me a call and I'll guarantee you the value of your money.
J. D. RUSSELL.
GEORPET 
tens Animal Berton begins 4ept.COTIrm,
Old dud ea µerten. stl.
in the rtaii•tut "PlUe ' 
MAN. T5 GE
regiOn Ur, 101. d ior beauty ahd health Chat-m.1mi Kruuotis
and shady troves. rICCII low for rot-dere ...lege Full I., LA I torn plete course. I', star a Ile ivuoviodu
Se. 'degrees of a. S., A 11, and A M., °rift. rrv.4 heir, ..-




Large Assortment, Low Prices,
N77C)111-C 11. SP.ECI.A.7-•"1"Y.
u. W. Mere a LPL !Walt. 
1 
A Mu Et. nay. Tree..
MN1N M1111 110ililillEollonl,




And Make a Specialty of Repairing Lu
ginea and Mill Machinery.
We have recent)] added to our factory •
General Repair Department,
where we w I repa,nne
5 Room house. gimlet), stable etc. WAGONS, PLOWS,
North Main. Price 14 M. Poesession
Nov. 1, I. sHOEINC
7 Room home., North Main, garden
and all out building.. Prict• 11.00 per
month. Peseemdon now.
A part of the Glass holiac, very near
the buelnetts poetien of the city, 5 rooms,
all iteceatutry out buildings, garden.






sold In every family. Circa
more lialit thu t lirseorutuary taint.*
herd Shiny to ireinin MK err-
Eles• Doman sone be essmvliseed.
ne manufacture A hose line of
ostwhidd articks. pseud for lir
ra tars to
and such like. Our &faiths sad wood
workmen WV
11111eIlliamIce of Asperiemee.
Our Iron Cistern Top
, lathe most convenient, durable and, heap
' eat top idankfketured We maiiiifschire
OUR PUMPS
donblw 111,‘Ir money





WROUGHT IRON TOBACCO SCREWS
And Ratchet Screws.
we are manntactere ot the •merlos
N. TOBIN CO.,
Merchant Tailors.
Opera Building, No. 108.
Gombipatiop FOQCO Elegant stock of FALL and WINTER Suit-
ings at Lower pp,cfs this season than ever.
rtorast-,=',17"-wrriggicouns.• Newest patterns;latest styles and perfect fits
CHEAPEST 
guaranteed.
Fence manufactured. Call as,' exam
Inc It
We manufacture all goods we sell and
Guarantee Them Fully.
"ball be diul to quote prices or make







A toil dt.o. k of Books. Stationery, and bersol sum, its• .ir ters ,v mail prt niptly








































-Aid All Potato ds—
Arkansas and
Texas
Through Takao ere now on Sale. Canal fte
oedema
B. F. MITCHELL,
PHs. sad Tadet Ag't, Louisville. KT.
TIME TABLE
ir THE--
Owenboro & R. R. Co.
Mall. nixed.
Dapart-rroat Owensboro. 2:30p in 8:40 a m
A rri ve-Oweastiore....  le:Al a m 6: le p m
Depatt-Cestral City  6:111 a m 1110 p m. .  4:tipea 1:00pm
• mire- " "  CM p as 12:Lip m
44 •  6:60am Ilepm
Depyt-ituesellalle. 
" 
CU a m CIS a m
SHP p m
Arrive- .   6:10pm ilepm
- " CU ant
Depart-Adairville  CD a m
Amve.-Adairville
a IV RUA, ties'l
W. Y. XZW BOLD. Ilaat., 01.111Mbeiro
ETIS TOM,
--DIALIR ---
II II THE OPIUM FARMER.
la e oo
screfniene, inherited and COntItTICMS
Rumors Cured by Cutioura.
HARDWARE!
GUNS!
medinm .no ..( our roes,
received through Ilr I. r•y,Tpullr., Pa., bet atlas ith your
Calicoes Kernel-11PS, and tate this opportunely
to testify to ion that their u•i" rota oes mauent•
y me,* tee of our of the u unit eaaa 01 blood
polo...eine. in cosseetion aim steepest,
ever asw, *het ORM tag man preae sae-
ee tameable by some of the beet pbyeielene la
our comity!. I take great pleasure is lorward-
tug to you this teedinermial, uneolicited an it it
by you, la miler that otilert .offerolis froth •I
Oar maladies ma) itavourase‘i gibe %our
titieura kesseiliee a trial
w, 1111.IPIL







BELLS AND ROPES !

















THIS COOD OLD STAND-SY
itercen ;dishes for everybody exactly what la Mat tee
form. °moot the reasons for the great popalarne
itse Iluistane Liniment is found hilts a•I•ersa
Polienhility. AreryLodr needs such inedIctisa
T n• whereon n needs it In ease of accident.
The llonsewl re needs it for geseral family am.
The Cannier needs It for his teemsand his mew
The Woehaste weds It Aiwa,* on lala work
The Wiser needs ft In ease of esnomency.
The Pioneer seeds set almse without it.
The Warmer noses it in ht. Amer. OW stable,
nod ts stork yard
The Stenaillent man m the illeintme• owed*
It la dhows/ sinsply MUM and aehorsi.
The ilereodleaeler awes it-it k his best
friend and Woe settance.
The Stock-grewer needs will save tam
oisioli of rt.11ars arid a werid Cii Womble.
The It •Ilread mas needs Mead widowed It so
iolisa• his life is • round of • °aiding* sad asoesta
Tina Nash ereedeseas noels Thine Is Male
leg tile It as se sande.* fer lio **Ilere 1M11.
limb sod retained waisassimimilkslealdert
the Alerseast Medi MONS Olean
arsolepsse Milk* MI 111004, anda=
lame am Ike Romig Mama irtino4 mem
keep' Is Hie Mime, FM WO VI
110411411M
Rees a Smile le the Peewits, INteitemillaie
IMP Is ISM *I weave ewes Paid sal lain ellrell
Mare a **Hie AIWIlle le MO side fee
eso we's wows,-
FRITZ BROS.,
Livery, Feed Sale Stable,
Ninth St., Near Depot,
Socklartills. - Kentucky.
Jur team. and vehicle* are as good as say he
alai . located and ample an-
iline a roomy buggy abeam
Oaf eiNANANNA.






Main Street, Hopkinsville, Hy .,
(Next dem to Dee igmemik)
Kerns al ways mesa the sem. ef
r 1. nicer es. embrisellso inosied is
table fain:Hien , 11E4400 01 C.ierr
and Tobacco*
000D111 IPIRODITL DELI VaRt•
asYyrariala the atty. Call at Men store
Minh strest.
111CHIPIFIL: LOH* LC Elan
.1 amnia C. Richardson, Custom House, Sew
(Means. on oath says: "la .0:0 Ser,tniou. -
nes broke out on my body until I w ao a mars
of corruption hveutlaind 'noun to the owl -
'Cal faculty war ti Mid in %am. I heeaine •
nitre wro.it . At time. esnii1.1 not lift my hand&
to my head. t'otthi not turn in lied; was in con-
stant pain, and looted upon life as • tune
No relief or cure in ten year*. In Pete I 
beast
of the utieura tuies1 them, and 
wee
perfectly cured,"
Sworn lo before U. h Com. J D. Ce•w roan.
ONE OF THE WONNT CAnEn.
We base been yelling your Cutfeura
iliselor ear.. &nit has e the ant complaint yet
to meiotic float a purehaser. One et the 
worst
eases ef Scretula I ever saw was eared by the
use of lime bottles of Ctitieura Rektivent, t
curs an-I sol. mit soap The soap tales he
..eake" here Ise a medical soap.
T A LOB I TA 1. 1.1) it, Drurrodg.Prefilter', Kan.
SCDOFIL'I.OUS, 1111111EbliTED.
And t ontagious Humors. with LAM of 
Hair,
an.1 el iiptione of the skin, are positi•ely 
cured
by Cutworm and L. ut inure soap esternall
v. and
I talcum Itesolvent. when ;ill other medicine,'
for
( incurs Kentedit.s are ss Id ever ml
wre.
'dirties. the direst Ski• Cure, :11 eta.:
:Iota nes 'Ionia ati Niewir fleaatitter, rte
caticurn neeolvent, the Net. Portler.
SLAW Pireersit Itavo Ana t L 
, Hol-
ton.
HOW MY BACK ACHES!
Back Ache, Kidlike). Paina•nd Weak-
•sesa. no-onee , Lameares, Strains and







refuse lielkanty and A. 
NIVNSTRUATION orOWnEMY SICKNESS.











More of them sold than any other Binder In





We have a full stock on hand of all slzee. We
warrant every wagon to give perfect satisfac-
tion or refund the mons,. Buy your wagons
at home where the warrantee is good.
Carnales and BIOS.
We Dow hav• the moat complete stock of
Bligglea, L &meet% Spring Wagons. de., in
sto •k. We sell the COL" MINUS 1111.GGY
and flee Carriages They are to be relied as
as lest-clam goods
Belting of all Sizes.
We cam supply aU thresher men at low
pekes. We wish to eatt special attention to
rhe fact that we keep t be largest stock on Ude
market.
Separators & Engines.
We repreeent a full tine of the leading Sep-
arators &nil Engaza.biraw -stackers and ell
other Threshing
Me new ha•e in our employ as loremas of
our wagon and esebistedeparissest, ill. W.
Glstner, of Harrodsburg, by. He thoroughly
repalrirAg an aloes of machine?"
and wagons, de. We wish to call attention
that our facilitieo are such that we can repair
your eeparatero better and tor less money that
any body Mae. S. nd thew la early 6o wei Caa

















(ler shirk :s ministate la all departmeats.





Tin Vail Term wili smelt om noel)* Y, A U-
nlitiT NA, 'W . experiemed (malty, ilear-
maglyaareetama sad terns aa hersiuloss. Fer






Evasive-is-km a CANWAILTOW D•I rimier
The Ludic Dram- as 11•1111112“





Will leave Itvaasville f Canselto• daily
except sonday, st s o'clock. a a„ makiagenre
ionnectioas Wi tit Ow 0- S. • N. R. it.
Returning, lea. es Cannelloni deily at II:10p.
n., Sunday excepted, sail Owensboro at O p.m.
11011D•T THAI e•gli.
Leaves a vassville  Os. a. sharp
Loaves Owesseere . ....... . . It. lo • share
Fare , for routed tripe. Suaday, bat mot
for stores pareltairri by 1\61**yard.
/STAMM Asia IDIAL AIM*
.
The Wretched Hind.° Who Hematite
Poor. with Wealth Within His Grasp.
••Thi•oeiltitt farmer of India lives anti
labette with lett three objects in view.
These are, fire. to demrate his wife pro-
fusels. with ornaments, to eat off a brate
plate. anti to le- in to make a
grw.it dillies- when his eldest son is mar-
ried. es far as tile wife's jewelry ie
cuncerned, that is a matter of religious
duty, the Hindoo religion demanding
that certain ernanients must he worn by
married women. and the real wealth. it
seulfli It way be called, of the native
larielowner is hie wife's jewels. and what-
ever a husbandman can gain by his pup-
py culture he immediately invests in
jewely, the same as the Yankee farmer
placee his moury in bond and mortgage.
lf the Indian fanner oil marrying cannot
de any better ill the way of jewelry. he
west give the bride he obtains lead or-
namente This keel* the religious form,
but the very first year he hae been ener-
getie enough to raise a good opium crop
the lead jewelry gives place to silver or
On the marriage of his oldest son
an Indian farmer will waste in week's
jollification the entire savings of years of
prim- mien.
-It is a strange sight to see the 'Timex)
women at work in the fields. gnOwnng
'Nippy juice or picking weeels. decked out
with huge gokl ring., bracelets. anklets
teed chains. and wearing but a single
short pa-Meow and a Kay colonel wrap of
tight texture. Tlw wants of the Indian
miat. as the farmer is celled. are very
les and simple. A thatched roof. cover-
ing four confined mud ithelters him,
and there are families whe have lived for
lituisineas vtans. genenetion after gen-
eration, in the sante leovel like home-
stead. The fientiere wale of every day
wurking clothe is a very estult cloth
fa/stem-4 about it* loins. His 'drees up'
suit fei p big vector! sheet feided {about
him. His entire tionlY, trews hi-m*0
down to the stualleet child he mere, thet
aut too small te taawl a
bout ensoog
the poppy plants and know the difference
between a weed and a poppy, Otani IA the
toil of the field. The smolt children ere
chatted just as they came into the world,
• il appear comfortable. DO matter 
bow
hot the sun shines or how low the tem-
perature nine fall-anti in November.
December. January and February, when
the bulk of the field work is done, the
woather is quite cold enough for at least
bummer clothing.
• These happy go lucky tillers of the
Pod depend entipely on the government
to keep them going year after year in the
matter of fernsteR.- Th'ea the Kcereerh"
'tient advance* the WPM' seed that es to
be sown, hens the ituiney by whicb the
land is irrigated and the bulkieka
chased to carry on the work. The cue
teator will not till MOM of hie land than
he can manage without other help than
he own enumieste famile, /44, isonme
qeently, a patch leased to IsitY efie tante',
that is half an acre in extent la an ezeepe
tionally large holding, The ontetwentieth
of an acre, called a higka, Is the favorite
quantity of hind for a farmer to aced
desert with ;soppiest. but he will put in
t-inth or a sixth on a pinch. There are
untold advautages in the growing of
opium for extended enterprise. but the
raiat will nut regalia the snuillest Indian
(-eat to acquire three advantages. and
with it great gain, for the profit in opium
production is large, owing to the policy
of the government hi paying large prices
for the product es e means ol precluding
illicit tntftio in it.
• .The farmers thengel visa bare nodiree4
intercourre with the government. Earti
village of opium growers oelect taNith
native as their representative ,or egent
with the authorities. He is called the
lainhardar. It is his buainess to give es-
timates to the government agents as to
the probable yield of the farms he repre-
sents, on which the loans and advances
may he based. He managm every trans-
actiou between she government and the
fat-mere. mei (Of Ns services he gets a
commiasion on ell the opiem he pauses to
be delivered to what aro known as
weighing Motions. points where the peace
duct of certain dliaricts Is carried by tbo
growers and turned Creel' tO the agents,
• The opium gathering begin' In Jame
ary Or February. The poppy flowery
have Own given way to the weed pods,
which are lanced in the afternoon. The
thick gum. the opium, exudes from tho
cut made in the pod, and at daylight the
next morging the entire family of a
neat ere astir in the fields, scraping the
opium from the pods. the incisions being
cart-fully closed Again, by rubbing the
finger sharply up and down on the cut*
which glues Owen. If carefully treated
the pods will expand fiberfill,' to six
lancings. The opium is at tirst placed in
brass vessels. and the dew thet may ad-
here to it is drained off. Then it is
kneaded like dough until it is at the
proper consietency, when it is packed in
new earthern jars and Li ready to be car-
ried to the weighing stations.
-The order to fetch in the year's crop
of opium is geuerally given early in April,
and that is the moat. interesting season ot
the year to the raiat and hes family rarh
farmer is metaled that on a certaiKday he
mast be at the weighing station of his
district for the testing and weighing. An
entire village, men. women and children.
joie in jovoc.-. procession when this notice
is received, and, laden with the jars of
opium. Mart for the destination. They
travel airily at night. as the heat of the
sun is teo great at that season of the year
that the )otirney would be unendurable.
All day they lonnge M the Wove" and
shady lanes. feasting and )(engin warions•
recnatione These wayside canape of tliti
opium villages are picturesque sights to
the traveler through these provinces.
When a group arrive at the weighing
station they are ranged in long lines be-
fore the exnminer. who examinee the
opium of each one and marks the quality
and weight of each jar with a piece of
chalk on the Otis of the jar. The exam-
iners are experts. and eau tell by She feel-
ing whether a Hans* of opium Wilde
terated, but they put it to chemical testa
as well. After the opium is all weighted
and tested the different farmers receive
the amount their yield entitles them
to, less the government advances, and the
gay prociesion takes up its march for
home. The /*lee is forwarded to Cal-
cutta in boxes known opium chests,
and the insidious drug is ready to be tient
on its miesion of blessIng to num7 and of
niesery to many more."-New lurk Sun.
wisidorn of the past has come to al
in mentences, not pages.-Uncle Esek.
Louisville had two heavy failures Fri-
day. Hem, Mayer & Co., dry gutetle, lia-




from comm.' ri Blotch, or Iltruption,
to the worst Scrofula. Salt.rheuns,
" Fever . porssii.” scaly or Keogh
akin, In short. kir sesemes caused by bad
blood are conquered by ill pozerfti a puri-
()intr. and Ins lgornting n ye, 'reat
Eating Ulcers rapidly Mud under its be-
Men Influence. Especial)) has it niantfested
as potewee In curing Tetter. Rose
Soils, Carbuncle*, Sore Eyes, Stroll.
ions pores and aweillisgml Selo.
isint simeose, White Mar ling%
oltre. or Thick Beek, sod Lei arged
Noe I, ti nig for •lend&
Iliref ermine, with ofilood phalli, lin Skintepases. or the aliment tot a treader
nt Alpe' ink Ir.., Ira.




inet7n7Mrptiteitrr er. NIG °ZIT°
fatal diseases whet tirst els-rhos tkle now
uelebrated remedy tit the piddle, Ilr. Neat
thought iserkotely of calling It his W Voisin
Cure,". but abandoned shut
naine as too limited for a medicine which,
from its wondorful iviniblnation of tonic, or
strengtheolog, alterative, or t000d-eiseinsine,
um-bilious. pectoral, and nutritive proper-
ties, is unequaled, not orilE renseee for
oonsumption. but fur ell Chronic Ms.
Oases of tbe
Liver, Blood, and Lungs.
If you feel dull, drowsy. debilitated. have
sallow color of skin, or yellowoh-brown =
on face or body. frequent headache or
her. bail teats la mouth, internal hest or
Min. alternating Otis hot Bushes, low spirits
and gloomy foreleodiag% irregular appetite.
•nd meted tour*, yoU ere Iltifferin. (Mtn
lailligastIon, Dyspepsia, and Tory 141
Liver, "111111•useseee.” In many
Plea oulrjoart el three rymptoms are ripe-
Armed. As • mm16 for all such (AM
Dr. Plereegs n Medical
 y unaurpained.
For Weak Longs, aplitioi of
Mood, eitertnee of Br eat la , Neva.
chills, Asthma, Severe Coughs, and
kindred affectkmia it is an enseent remedy.
SOLD av Imematees, et $1.00, or elk
ImerirrLF.ii for $6.00.
Seed ten cents In stamps for Dr. Pierce's
book on I 'onsti m pt Ion dd
Weirlers Dispensary Medical Asa..
elation, OG1 Halo Street, lit'rirat.o, N. Y.
$500 REWARD
is offered by the proprietors
of Dr. Maiie's Catarrh Remedy
for a ease of catarrh which
thee cannot cure If y1,11
have a discharge fr.m the
nose, Offensive or otherwise, partial bee of
'meg, two., or tearing, weak eyes, dull peal
or pressure In head. you have Catarrh. Thou-
gawk of mere terminals. in consumption.
Dr. Ver's CATARRH HIM EDT tb• WO
MOO Catarrh...41'4,14 in the Ham1174
dsod Cistarrhat Ikeadaelie. 50 °eats.
Egirrir-spe.9449ce. 
HOW BEN. BUTLER GOT RICH. I
Karma, KT , Nov. fith '87.
Empire News.
- Tease Neu tof To•day May do Like Editor New Kra:
CEOVTOS LETTER.
weenie, KY. Nov. 6, 1887.
I'llior New Kra:
Dr. Jactimoe wa• called to NortonvIlle
to-day to see a ht,le WM 01 Mr. Carsey,
who is very ill.
•v.11r. Gala, of the Cline: ian church,
began a protraeted meeting at Old
Petersburg to-illiy.
Thomas Stevens, ail old gentlemen who
had been living sitter for eeveral years
near Macedonia tiled last u re-
day.
Prof. Pannell, from Greenville, arrived
here last Thurelay 11111 will loose charge
of the Academic departmeet 01 Crofton
Academy the baleen-, of this mason.
C. A B.
-10. sae - General Butler say this ad v ice
The baby has Its preferelicee am eel!
as anybody, •nsi the taste et Dr Bull's
Baby Sirup renders it acceptable Lo ev-
ery Infant, Price 25 mote a bottle.
You are aware of coulee, that inasev
ity Induces d3 pirepeilit ltli ell Its are-fell-
ed coosequencee The remedies needed





Never a as the sky more blue, never
dame the 'sue more brightly thah
last Tuesday, Nov. Ist, as we a ended
our 0 ay through the crimson and gold
mantled !meta to thst pleat-alit home ol
Mrs. p. s.a.e., to *Horse the mreriage
olatiloietue nplOppi ii;14 6ceu I :I: .recal.
ecatee to Mr. J. Caste. We
found quite a utimber reletives
trieude sietetubled, nick face wearlag a
look of pletsent eepectation, hitel was
110011 wedded hy the tippesrance of the
bride awl groom, both elegautly anti
most tastefully attired. As they enter-
ed the spaelotie parlor pretested by their
attembents, the Rev Mr Barrow step-
vet! forward mid prolimineessi aft im-
preaelve ceretnoily, allele hound for ail
tittle two lovieg 'wane a Ito in the
sprieg-time of lite dna felt the glow 01
love that pow burns is Rh a 'steady
flame. Cupid, ever Intent 1111011 mis-
chief, am a promineet gone before the
occasioti and Ii0 lioltht with uneerieg
aim mist his arrows into more than one
freali young heart. ale thought as the
bridal party took Oleic semantic; at-
tended by the geed aid) ea of all prearia
in the dietence we ponlil hear the taint




Chreate Loosened* orate Howell
results from illgee, .
rhe cause lire In the torpid ty of the liv-
er. A regular habit of beJy can be se-
cured by taking Semitone Liver Regula-
tor to aid digestion, to stimulate the dull
and sluggish liver, and rid the system of
excetesive and poisonous bile. The Reg
ulator corrects acidity of the etornach,
cures dyspepsia and insures regularity
of the bowels alike free from laxity or
coetivenesse. they genuine sold by Il•
B. Gurnee
-41•
Market Hesse and Wards.
HOPKINSVILLK, K v., Nov. 3, '87.
Editor sew Era :
It is wonderful how we, as a people,
will continue to '•save at the @picket
mud lose at the bung."
We have in former articles shown, or
at Irma alleged, and there has been np
denial, Olio by the estaloislimeet ot a
market house every ritisen, riel• and
pours,' ould realise a meta& the pur-
chase of family supplier, equal to his
yearly taxes, and yet our people are as
still as the grave and raise no volee or
hand In their defense. The Board ot
Council have been appealed to and even
instructed and still no movement has
been made to afford relief, arid now
this eniergen:!y what shall we do ?"
pray is generally in order, but we have
prayed to the Board and our prat era
have not beet) answered. Now, Mr.
Editor, I move that you, one of the
watchmen on the town, cry out and
spare not, demand a meeting of citizen.
at the Court-house that we !nay,
concentrates(' form make known our
grievances and mk relress, and If they
will not hear us, our final appeal meet
be to the people, the prepery souree of
all poster.
We know the ete se of COMICHIllati la
not desirable for the honor or prodt
it, and we are willing to *Isabelle the
present Council good men, but if they
will hot do what the growing detuittitlit
of the city require, let's elect young, e:1-
terprising, live men who will !writ tie
and respect lite voice of the people
"PIVIt POPE:LORI:Ad "
Nur Is the Tine
to use Hodges' Sarsaparilla a let Iodide
of Potash, the erest purifier for the
blood. A certain cure for rliettumtlein,
ocrofuloue affectieue, and se ilitteases
peculiar to feuialee. ItatiOVatre and in-
vigoratea the aystein. recont
mend it. Take no other. !tangle')
Root Medicine CO„ Manufaeti.rers,
Nashville, Tenn. #1 011 per bottle.
Sold by_oall drugg.ists.
The Fire Company.
Horaissvittit Kr., Nov. 7 1887 
Editor New Era:
The nieinbers of the Fire C party
want to ekpress their hearty thanke to
"Vox l'opull" as one who is uilling to
give them • cheerlig word fur dultig the
best they can. It it. indeed gratifs lug to
us to know that there is at Inuit one
"iloptown" elio is willing to conic to
the front with a word of encoursgetnent
for tin, Insteed of the "kickit g" as are
accustomed to heartier from the kid-
glove il dudes and loafers of the town at
every fire to which et- are called out.
Thilik if those who ye-II the loudest and
complain the meet el. our being taely
about eumilig out, hue the *owe defence
to run to get to the engine hum* that
the niejority of the member@ have and
then had to pull to the fire a hum reel
which is a good load for two horitea, they
would come to the coecluslon "Jouble
quick" that the Hopkinsville Fire Com-
pany-beteg only Inman beings-do
awboirutt tog !slut:xi sets tetahnat bewadrulyne.peo1pY lee wa liswo
attend tires could spend their time and
energies L41 a far greater rilvatitage to
everybody If they *Leila work more and
boos less. by so ileitis they *Kahl give
us omen holier eliante to the salisfietne
ty These people are Pfellabie 1101
sears lit Ills lavi ilisi we work tilider
Chief who see siliatitileti
by ille illy mot Wile,* we 117P 011•
'WWI to obey, Thir It the etre, hew.
ever, 48 all 01004 snow, sod, 44 we
kw,. all the "boosts" taiotitatty, we want
to ask the srleappolitted one' to lamed
aside and give us a chance. We+ promise
to do In luture, as we have done in the
past, the best we can at every tire.
FIR11041N.
Worth Keowleg.
Mr. W. H. Morgau, marchent, Lake
city, Fla., Was tskett with a severits
told, attended with a distressing cough
and running Into consumption In its
first stages. He tried many teo-called
popular cough remedies and steadlli
grew worse. Was reduced In flesh, had
difficulty in breathing and was unable
to sleep. Finally tried Dr. King's New
DIsuovery for Consumption and found
immediate relief, and after tieing about
a half dozen bottles found 'limed( well
and has had no return of the disease.
No other remedy can show so grand a
record of cures, as Dr. Kinien New Dis-
covery for Consumption guaranteed to
do just what is claimed for it. Harry
B. Garner's City Pharmacy.
•
iSe if I hey Follow Adtice ! Miss Jetiree Oldham !spent einidis
Goesesi it, Ie. Butler tieing leotard tor ti r till re. Geo. letakleart, col Credo
el it trientls CrufUel.
wine suggeetione em g (meg sitcom.. 1,-1,, seria. Nem ley iit our sits.
"'at" 11'st 11"" he "as * 3"""li 11"" ' G. W. A ritearung is building an
yer, practicing iu M *mg a bank egletiviiiti to one of lile teitentellt hollsei
presidete sevired loin to take his lifer , weck.
depoelt and buy real rotate. trout *litchi
Jithn B. Martin was throwe frow his
he ceuld bi dere leg Winn ieveotte.
the greet al set I thst lad but 1.4)'" Su"day a'"i was
little motley anti was i its to Ms
future.
"Never mied," mild the bank presi-
dent, "go te the next public auction of
real ertate, bid ott lot with a bullehig
01 1141ille Mild till it, pay down a Met 11101I-
ey you tette ahil give our preinissery
weer fur Lie balance. Y *hi cUille
out all right "
it as
good la hen a man hes (tailgated him-
self, by hie teem, es pay motley at a
(*nein time, It int:lilies Mtn toes.  •
He foiloord the advice, and hi lime be-
came tie lesser of re venal parcels at
viluable real retitle
'Ea u classes III 1101 be like!), to heed
such ad Y lue-tbe impruvideist aiid the
over-calitiume latter a be apt to
Kay : ' it woull be all right but fur
them- theatifill prunes-eery notes. They
are illWas)p. runtiing till alid it 14 111111
falls trick 01,3 liu hot is nit tor hint to
get eil."
flare is emigre ot eilt11 sr, NA °Sir
call flake tip tooth's-es %rutin e WIlholit
bollie risk, and kit the k. owiedge re-
quited by recent iiivestigatiome te the
caese M. emelt urtilhery 'lemma*, s iti
the u rata cure, 1)1.• in. little risk
from that eunrci It is known that
ItiOet ul the outnuitni &Bettie' have their
lit iglu tieratigeti keine) They are
the thief Weisel purillere of the "einem
eine w dieurdered a breaking duo it
mule» here is stem hievlusele, because
the seem', hice ill their lit slaty cote
deem, ie centimetre', is carried thrutigti
the mere syeteiti.
Put them lit order, teethe .1th returns,
C. I). Dee ey, a succeesitil All, prese
dela of the Julitostam Harvoiater esunipa-
, Batavia, N. Y , gine his experience
as folioed:
lit leS2 beide' ea- Whig, lit)
head pained use cutistsitily, my appetite
was uecertaiii, I meld me sleep outline
ly. I attribute I this to the extreme
pressure of tosioess vireo, but grew
worse, mid 'Wally was Col tilled it, IllY
bed tor too menthe it seemed as
tlesugh %Quid "never reetiver" iny for-
mer health. rider the ald of velum-
leers gradually gelled sire-eget, so
that in a few menthe w..4 able to at-
tend tu besine-s, bet could walk unly
tile assletatice of a vane, sod thell
a slow red ulleteally innimer. I mu-
tilated mine% hat Ili tile 'sante condition
until Febra try last, when need Win--
Imre safe cure. it has cured me. 1
conehler It a valuable remedy and can
highly recommend it. .
iung men have butt to the ordinary
prudence, mid avian soy derafigentent
oteur• if they use the Wild Menne at did
this sueptessfpf bueitiess rum', they may
feel a utnientia aleursnce ut their ability
to (eery istsoCeettful outiolidelon all or•
Jittery bueinese prtjects, including the
care of their prontimory notes when
due.
Houses Crashed by an Engine.
11' iiitIELING, W. V•., Nov. 9.--%1 hile
a freight train on the Pittsburg, W heel-
iog iietitucky railroad was running
through tile town of Welleburg last
eveiiiiig, at • point %here a gull of
tracitmen are putting in new ties, the
rails spread and eight cars lett the track.
"rimy rolled over the steep eitettatik-
meta of the railroad, which Is &bete
twenty-five feet high at this point, and
crashed inut the daellinga of Joseph
and John ki urpli) , which stood about
twenty yards fr  tile track. Both
buildings a ere literly LO atoms
John Murphy wail asleep bee when
the cars came crashing in tu ills domicile.
I e ei of his tiled ren, Lel Ia. act) four.
and a baby, were lying by Ith dia.,. Th.
terrible blow given by the train knocked
the roof entirely t•ff the buildeig and
crushed the sides together like wiper.
The chimney. fell acroes the bed lit
hich Murphy and his children lay.
The victime are terribly enst and inter-
!tally Injured. The denier is el'
at $10,000,
•
A Golden Opportunity Settles Granted.
0 Tureelay ;always Ttieelaye Octo.
bec 1.87, st the cite of New Or-
iente-, Le., the 2Cetla Gravid Monthly
Draw leg of The Louisiana State Lottery
Company took place. The *WIC is the
Grand Extraerdinary Semi Atinusi Die-
tribute'''. ballet' the keret Itriee will be
fat0 U00, and the Odnill priaudy mag-
nitude be weltered here amid there
amid evert where On Tureday, December
13 It, spleneid epp !limey tor a
timidity present. Bat at the109 h draw-
ing the result att+ thin: Number 13,646
drew the First Prise of $150S100; It woo
mottle at pl tei evil. one went
to Ilea lflias A. eoutt, of lepringneld,
Browe 1 'o , paid through Mer-
clistaa Bank of Sleepy Eye, Minn.; one
omit to I, Fart, a broker, at 141 Cow-
men St., New Orlesies, 14t.; one was
pale to H. Kielce runner, 1' oils' Na-
tional Batik, New °dealt', La., for a
depositor Oen ; one to I bac A. Jule -
soe, 375 W. Ohio St.. Chicago; one to
L. liiiieburg,57 S dem St., Boston, Mass ;
one as culletlied through Fourth at-
tional Bank of New York City. No.
42,067 drew the Seeotel Prize of $30,000;
it was also wild in fractional tenths at
$1 00 each. One was paid toile*. Neal,
Hew Iberia', La one to llerbert R. Cole,
Purtisittl, Me ; mie te I. V. Gunter, Au-
gusts, Gs ; one t • John Le Meeks, Fay-
etteville, Tenn ; oue to Jute 1V. Rich-
ard., Hopkinsville, Ky ; one to Henri
Kate, New York City, amid the names
of Mg re ot gre withheld by ri tweet. No.
os 00 drew tee Tien' Prism of lati,0110,
also *old ill Leilthil at $1.0d each. Two
were held by V. Talagee,111.3 Decatur
St., New (Meanie La.; two by David
Israel, Donaldsonville, Ls.; one by W.
0 V•ii Dyke, care of hlarshall Field &
Co., Chicago; one by Frank Kubetz, 186
Desrborn St., Chicago; one by John F .
au keret et., Iloston, Mass ,
lute by K. A. IhittrIck, tt3 Milk St., Bose
tote Mass.; and so $645,0110 Was 'wel-
tered yon. Any eine-Mallon
eali he had on appliestion lti 14, A. Dam
Ns* thlestit, La„ tot money seta
reditietell WWI In siltlfrea ot
New Wren+ Ntiliiittl litidt, New W.
10014, 1.4, Ito litel let Me sipituttiiiill$
• pot,
'rise Preditimit sod Inuit if tim auga.
bend of MI Calling are now timely en-
gaged tilti ilr•paratititi time annual
reports to Congrees. Attorney General
Garland has finished report and It is
now In the !tenth; of the l'resident.
Lung Troubles and Wasting Dineaaes
call lee cured if properly treated In erne,
as shown by the following statement
from le L. Johnson, M. le, Green wood,
La ; "I had a severe case of Pneumonia,
both Lungs involved; no appetite, sick
stomach, general weakness, and com-
plete exhaustion. I gave her Scott's
Emulsion Cod Liver Oil with Hypo-
phosphite. of lime and soda, according to
direction, and she has improved ever
since."
• 4.4Wiss •
Nen. O'Br•en, the Irish editor •nd ag-
itator, has been placed in the Jail at Tue
lamore, fifty miles front Dublin, where
be will serve his three months' sentence
for an alleged violation of the crimes
act.
—.Di • 411. --
Spies, Fielden and Schwab have , 
Meny physiciatie who do not know
signed a letter to Goe. Oglesby diem! 
bow Peru-nit Is made, still preecribe it
vowing "aggressive force" and express. r 
tor their patients.
ing regret for the load of life at the Miss Alice Brady, of East




but fortunately no Donee were fravoired.
He ild carries' home by his fattier
tettlay end Is rapidly improving.
Rev. Mr. Nichofes, of Princeton, is
couductieg a series of ineetinge at Old
Petersburg this week.
Rev. Joseph Terry will preach a aerie*
aerusolie at Oils place, begetting on
the fourth Saturday night In tier month.
the Kiiipire Coal Company has lust a
cousiderable amount of money this fall
by the protracted drouth. 'elite' have
bren forced tor some thite to obtalu all
their water tor steam purpmes front the
mints and the water thus obtained con-
tailis a very large per cent. ut sulphuric
acid, Which hat; proved very damaging
to their usiecisitiery. r. Thos. D. Rub-
else. stmt. of the mines, le a Mali that
ha. great eXpel knee operating coal
mews mei lies nu doubt operated the
mime this fall with as little lees et
at.y could leave doue under such an-
verte clIctoustencre.
W. G. Teas ine little girl was badly
burned lew des s alma by stumbling
lit rt. a kettle of bulling water.
Salvatitet tile greatesAt. eKti.reW.01.1
earth fur pain, has wade a newt brilliant
debut. Price, 25 cue
Philueophene say that affairs should
*lea) s be conducted Willi a view to tbe
greatest good ut the greatest 'lumber.
lir. Bull's Cough Syrup does the great-
est gime te the greatest ti II fli her. 21 eta
•
Cask; Fisk-bar J .1nts.
Editor NEW tali:
C•ske, KY , Nay. 9, 18,17.
II 144 Mettle &eine, Of Elkton NW en-
tertained I)) Mrs. J. G. Keudall Friday.
l'rof Whin has charge of the school
st Bures school house.
Mrs. S. E. Lloyd awl Mrs. B. Al
liesitett acre Hopleiteaville Friday oh
a ishoppiug tour.
'r..411 Winfrey, frotu Garrett-burg, Is
the gitest t.f J. H Wearer tide wee-k.
Stock eater Is beoutillier
scarce, and the prospect Is very gloomy.
Mrs Alice Hancock and Mire Luciada
Csaky, epent rhurelay with Mrs. James
Pi le Hopkireville.
Mrs I, Il McKee and childre 1,01 Hop-
kinselde, are visithig at Mr. clots. Me-
Kee's this week. ----
Col. Young went to Tusetuithia, Ala.,
Tuesday to be preeent at the Situpeon-
Lloyd edding.
The colored folks had "a big haptizin' "
near Little lever Mille eetieley •nortiltig.
Mrs Holland and her tittleliter, Mrs.
Reit liradriteW, re inr11011 lOtine from
Ic Sock, Tuesday,
killed by aJohn ILexter had a unite
Gain Monday, near Chas Jackeons, and
another belly hurt by a wire fence at
the eame time.
Mrs. P. S. Anderson retuniel from
Kirkmansville Monday, mid the Dr.
and family will occupy their house
on Sycamore Street after Tuesday.
Jetin entre is preparing to start
'relied Ole week, she reverie uf the other
boys ail' emili IspiVe rel. California.
Col. Nelein, from HopkinsvilleeRobt.
Kelley, B. S. Radford, Jim Medley,
Win. Moor and Otis Bradshaw were
among the visitors to the station this
week. 01.0 111feet:setter.
Give Thew a Chance.
That is te say, your lunge. Also all
your breathing machinery. Very won-
derful mechinery it is. Not only the
larger sir-passages, but the thousands
of little tuber awl cavities leading from
them.
When these are clogged and choked
with matter which ought not to bi- there,
your lungs cannot half do their wont.
And what they do they cannot do well
Vail it cold, t•ongli, croup, pneumo-
nia, cataarh, coneumption ur env of the
*sully qf throat arse nose ate! Ilea I an I
meg olietreetione, all gibs bit Ali
ogle to be got rid of. rhea. is just
ne sure way to get rie of them. That
a to take Bete-time German Syrup,
hich any drugelet will eel! you at 75
sweet a tagtie. keen if every thins tillw




At a meeting of the Board of Dirac-
etre of the Wink of Ilopleinsville, held
at meeting 'mum, llopkinsville, Ky.,
Tlitarmlry, November 3, 1857, the
followine memorial all I resolutions of
reepect to the memory of Thomas IL
rimester, of Cadiz, Trigg county, Ky.,
acre wianimously adopted, and entered
of record re s part of the eroceetlinge of
the board el tilt-cutter at said meeting:
The departure from this life of Thonim
11 Grittier, of Cadiz, Ky , Friday,
October 28, leS7, leaves a vacancy in
this Board by his (teeth, which we feel
is well lee Irrepterable.
Tlionnes II. Greaser had been elected,
mei had served coutinuouely as a mem-
ber of the B lard of Directere of the bank
of ilopkinsville, from July, 1756, to tl
date of hie death, and this board feele
thot he his (teeth, it hae stietained a
great loss, and that we shall sadly miss
in future lild wire counsel, opleudid
litiancial ability, mid administrative
tact, In controlling and directing the
bueittees &Intim of the corporation with
a hick he e Rs SO luer hide-tallied mid
connected as a directerr. made his
way in business life from an humble be-
ginning, and by his own unaided exer-
tions, attained to suceess mid fortune
beyond the moat astiguine eepectatione
of hid early life, and by simple sod cor-
rect methods of busluees. lie preserved
anti carried with him throogh life the
mega lasting and enduring friendships,
and comniatided the respect and high
esteem of his fellow men His integri-
ty was above suspiciou, and his "io,ird
Will his bend," upon which all men who
knew hire voted pet/ Went' fear of
failure, in all the busittem effete of
his life.
It Is therefore deemed appropriate by
this board, that this itietuorlid to the
OW11(41110 Thome' II, titinWr, and
llit. ill
Wad 110111 111•111laglittt
lido lamed, soi hitolosits maw
Wilson, soil Isi *elated th•
the of the WNW.' ruotnalistiii,
plid rpreall upset lite tossed, and be
published iti city pa etre. Awl It visa
tlitertlipoit
Aessoieed: That the board offer tu the
faintly of the deceased an assurance of
ite deepest and tenderest sympathy In
this the hour of their great losi and at-
&masa: 'I'llat a copy of this memo-
rial and reeolutions as adopted by this
board, duly attested by the officers of
this bank be furnished to the family of
detwaiied. by order of ;Ward ot
tors. • Y. c•atriust.L.,
President.
The Splendor of Dress
and the artificial effects of cosmetics, no
matser how deftly applied, caul never
make beautiful or attractive one which
Is subject to emaciation, nervous debili-
ty, or any furm of female weakiteas.
These must be reaches' by inward appli-
cation, and not by outward attempts at
concealment, and the ladles may tette
hope from the fact thee, thousands of
their sisters have ntade themselves more
radiant anti beautiful by the use of Dr.
Pierce's "Favorite Prescription" than
they could ever hope to do by the ald of
the appliances of the toilet.
'flee cleaneing, antleeptio slot heeling
qualities of Dr. Ssge's Catarrh Remedy
are uoegualed.
A Woman from Austria.'
Near the village of Zilling-
dorf; in Lower Austria, lives
Maria Haas, in. intelligent and
industrioi wo111:111, W 1108e story
of physical stia,ring and final
relief, as related by herself, is
of interest to Engrish women.
"I was employed," she says,
"in the work of a large farm-
house. Overwork broug,ht on
sick headache, followed by a
deathly fainting and sickness
of the stomach, until I was
unable to retain either food or
drink. I was compelled to
take to my bed for several
weeks. Getting a little better
from rest and quiet, I sought
to do some work, but was soon
taken with a pain in my side
which in a little while seemed
to spread over my whole body,
and throbbed in my every limb.
This was followed by a cough
and shortness of breath, until
finally I could not sew, and I
took to my bed for the second,
and, as thiought, for the last
time. My friends told me that
my time had nearly come, and
that I could not live longer
than when the trees put on
their green once more. 'Then I
happened to get one of the Sei-
gel pamphlets. I read it, and
my dear mother bought me a
bottle of SKIGEL.EI
(Shaker Extract of Roots)
which I took exactly according
to directions, and I had not
taken the whole of it before I
felt a change for the better. My
last ill nefO4 began June 341,
1882, and continued to August
9th, when I began to take the
Syrup. Very soon I could do a
little light work. The cough
left me, and I was no more
troubled-in breathing. Now I
am perfectly cured ; and oh,
how happy I am! I cannot
express gratitude enough for
SEIGEL'S SYRUP (Shaker Ex-
tract of Roots). Now I must
tell you that the doctors in our
district distributed handbills
cautioning the people against
the medicine, telling them it
would do no good, and ninny
were thereby influenced to de-
stroy the Seigel pamphlets; but
now, whenever one is to be
found, it is kept like a relic-
The few preserved are bor-
rowed to read, and I have lent
mine for six miles around our
district People have ,come
eighteen miles to get me to buy
the medicine for them, know-
ing that it cured me, and to be
sure to get the right kind. I
know a woman who was look-
ing like death, and who told
them there was no help for her,
that she had consulted several
doctora, but none could help
her. I told her of Seigel's
Syrup, and wrote the name
down for her that she might
make no mistake. She took
my advice and the Syrup, and
now she is in perfect health,
and the people around us are
amazed. The medicine liaa
'made such progress in our
neighborhood that people say
they don't want the doctor any
more, but they take the Syrup.
Sufferers from gout who were
confined to their beds and couhl
hardly move a finger have been
cured by it- There is a girl in
our district who caught a cold
by going through some water,
and was in bed five years witlt
costiveness and rheumat ic pains,
and had to have an attendant
to watch by her. There was
not a doctor in the surrounding
district to whom her mother
had not applied to relieye hef
child, but every caw oroseetl
fhemaeltelti sad said they oould not
bele her Whenever the little bell
rang, which is rung in our place
when anyixxly is dead. we thought
surely it was for her; but Seigel's
Scrup and Pills (Shaker Extract of
limas) saved her life. and now she
he!4t-h.Y Asi anybody. goes te
Aurcli, and utui work even in the
6elds. Everybody was mitonislied
when they saw her out, knowing
how many years she lied Leen ie
bed. To-dtty she adds hot grad.
tude to mine kr God s mercies anct
ttieigera Syrup. MAttia Rua
Shaker Medicines are now being
sold in all parts of the world. and
are working wonders, as shown in
kle above ease. A. J. WIIITZ,
54 Warren St., New I ork. -
1 he Clarksville Chronicle has a new
editor. Mr. T. CI. II*11 will now cater




Them are up ei tlie skin of eeery hu-
man being, chile and adult alike, 1,300,-
000 pores. Through these poem In the
form of insensible perspiretion, le es.
pellet! nmre thati oile-gearter of the
nottritilluteitt lak.tu Into the eyettern.
The luiporttnee of keeping opett theee
perspiration valves upon a child's body,
is second only to that of promptly di-
gesting the food eaten. It was to open
the pores of the skin aud to itaslinilate
the food that Dr. Pitcher formulated
Cieetoria. Lowe bowels, umistipatIon,
fevers and eruptions which are so con-
lurid among Infants and children, slid
which kill oue-thirel of •Il the children
before they are five years old, arise
principally from these two calla's. It
Is Mon the wonderful reeillts atteitilaht
Nem the moo (!aliotia eesidatIng
lite eneels keepilie
tepee Iliti purer Of (ha 01011, (list l'estoria
Iletiulft+41 lis *will able
W 11.11 ul *Mat hot ilia laiily, 1O1 1
alf fur the lungs auil Castut is tu whim.
late the food, thorti Mail lie
teotinteei for *tektite' II 111Olig children
Castor's is vegetable preettelption
ivitheut morplase or other narcotic
property, Thirty years eltelotive tire
has given it a history never seminal by
smaller tuedicitie.
•
A farmer in Hickman county, Tents.,
assassiliated two of hie tiegiglatiers te-
ooutif of an old grudge, and then killed
himself.
-mall* • .411.•.-
Atteatlea, R. IL L.
For aprains, bruises, rheumatism,
cramps, hifiatuation, swelling, cuts,
Mastery Celltd1111,1161.111i at Leavala.
The rules of the prison are such that
the convicts must replace their hooded
maks as soon as the doers of their cells
open. They cannot t-xpose their faces
even to their wardens. lf, perchance, a
face is SM11 by a doctor, it paled by the
long sunless: seedow in which it lives anti
the want of bracing, blowtog Kir, for
even the (hely wulk of LLD lame in the
prison yards IS best only exerciee in
(-ramped piteeigee between two high
wale, partly roofed. shut in by iron
gates, stretching out like the reeks s
gigantic fan. and wiwre a few stunted
plants won wither anti die.
The priennere hare that fleece' fierthi-
ness which comet front aleence MOW-
ment and stimulating activity; yet Meson-
tradiction to the opinion prevailing in
France that no man taould stand soiitary
confinement for ten years without suc-
cumbing or getting insane, it has been
found not to be the case at Louvain.
Two of the inmateii have dwelt there
since 1804. the date of its foundation, be
ing transferred to the Central house after
a ten years' imprisonment at Ghent.
They had been condemned to death. but
owing to the virtual abolition of the
penalty of death in Belgium. the king
had cenunuteel their nentence to the per-
petual entombment of their present
aietle. When prisoners have deeerved
an alleviation of their penalty by ten
years of uninterrupted good conduct.
they are sent to Ghent. where the rule
of the prison allow of their working it
coalmine-Batton Commercial Bulletin
Cold regret Is a Good Thing.
lite boys of the national guard. win
have spent their week in camp at Peek-
skill, declare that mid coffee iti the meat
susutining and the safest id drinks. In
speaking of the matter with the surgeou
of ene of the regireents reeently. a re-
porter was told that for the touriet and
the sportsman cold coffee was quite as
good mi for the marching soldier. •-You
One." /MA the sergeon. -in places where
food is scarce or had. coffee prevents
typhus fever hy counteracting rapid
waste of the tissues. There is no more
dangerous irate-tee waste than that
caused by fatigue, inaemuch as the vital-
ity is too low to throw it off. and thus all
the living stuff the body is poisoned by
what its dead. 1 have seen pereons suf-
fering frent symptoms of violent peson-
ing before now. simply because they had
walked inure than their strength would
bear. In point of fact they were poi-
soned. hut merely because they eould not
get rid of waded tissues. If touriets,
laboring men. soldiers. psedeestrituss, ex-
cursionist++. and all persons out on holi-
day trips would fill up their flasks with
mid coffee inetead of drinking of water.
they would never be troubled by a rapid
using up at their taX1101. --New York
Mail anti Express.
.1ged Tribunal.
Everything about the 'supreme court ie
imiwessive and awe inspiring. Even the
two trim negro men who sit at the inner
and outer doors and noiselesely opera
them by meatus of a cord attached to the
door knot*. to allow persona to pass in
and out. apparently perform that duty
with a deep sense of their responeibility.
The piemi-cireular chamber, with its
stately cotunins of mottled Potomac mar-
ble. its half doineel roof lighted by sky-
lights. its suleitantial, old fashioned fur-
niture and the rich upholstery ot the
sofas arranged upun the *des tor the ac-
commodation of spectators, recall historic
scenes. glorified as they are viewed
through the dim mist of time, and its
walls went ready to echo the voices of
the past. lie- appearance and bearing ot
the nine elderly gentlemen who sit in a
row upon a raised platform behind a
long desk. clothed in their black silk
robes: the absolute silence enjoined spot
all not having to address the court, and
the subdued monotones in which the
business is transacted, useke me feel that
here at least are gruvity and ;Attention be-
fitting the eigetty of a great government.
-Ameriean Magazine.
in Pime of Dynamite.
Wood powder has recently been intro-
duced as an explosive in the Belgian
army in place of dynamite. The powder
is obtained by treating ordinary sawdust
with a mixture of nitric and sulphunc
acids. which ie afterward formed inte
cartridges by means of powerful mamma
To protect theme cartridges front moisture
they are afterward covered with paraf-
fined paper. The instantaneous produc-
tion of the gases ariaing upon the explo-
sion efititiln the air in contact with thr
(ace surface of the cartridge to art to
eome extent as a light tamping. and the
power of the explosion is directed to tho
other face. In comparative expechatols
made with wood powder awl dynamite
it was ascertained tl.at, for Nue! weights.
charges of the first substance were at
least as powerful ate thaw of the second.
and the results were mere regular. - Bos-
ton Budget.
How the Chinese FUNS read%
Owners of grounds at the Pearl Islands,
in this bay. and which islands have been
unproductive lance the pearl yielding
avaters died off, might take a hint front
the Chinese, who practice oyster culture
to a considerable extent, and whose baste
boo oyster fields are prepared fer• mom
carefully than a field for tho prowth of
the sugar cane. Poles are bowed in old,
oyster shells, and theme are Muck on pieces
of split eausbou about two feet ie length,
whesh are then planted quite cluee to-
gether on mud flats, between bight and
low water mark, but subject to strcmg
and tidal currents. Thee are eupposed
to bring the oyster spat, which adheres
to the old shell ane shortly develops into
tiny oysters. Then the bombs:ewe are trans-
planted anti set some inches upart. until
within six. months of the first planting
they are found to be covered with wttk
grown oysters, w hich are then collected for
the market.-Panama elee tUld
"The Mena Ditties (.11ft."
The young woman who read the essay
at graduation upon "The stern duties of
life upon which we are about entering"
was hist wen in the hammock reading a
Sessile novel. while her mother was
washing the dinner dishes in the hot
kitchen.-Boston Transcript.
West Virginia is the Wave darmant for
honors as a guid tield. A depusit in
which the reek Si said to show ten ounce
ta the ton ae said tsi have been duccerer
porno miles from Wheeling
Reeews Her Yoetit.
Mrs. Pliehe Cliesiey, Peteraon, Clay
Co., Iowa, tells the following remarka-
ble story, the truth uf willed* is vouched
tor by the reaideets of the town : "I
am 73 years old, have beet) troubled with
kidney ooniplaita and laineneem for
mates years; could not dress myself
without help. Now I am tree frotu all
pain amid soreness, and am able to-deal!
my own housework. I owe my thanks
to Electric Bitters for haviag renewed
my youth, and remove I completely •Il
disease- and pain," Try bottle, 50c
and $1, at Ilarry B. Gariier's City Phar-
macy.
.ar
Reports Pent out trout Memo In re-
gard to the dangerous einem of Jeffer-
son Devla are Inconel. The latest In-
fortuathei is to the effete that his health
letter than at any time melee he len
0.
Os
Issilt't *Arta Moo •11,1 11101101 1111.
tine allii ills knits
when K16140;111 Pile will al.
Atel heave relic( and evettlit teen In ine
eery ease of bleeding, lie
lentil end external piles. Retsina Hoot
Aledicine Go., Manufacturers, Nashville,
'Irvin. 50 cents anti $1 per bottle. Sold
by all drilegists.
A boy In IA-Mid/An. litiltlIkes himself
with touoltieg off graitis 01 giant powder
eat the Iloor near a can mutat tig twenty.
five poatisis uf the stuff, with the result
of hie being tatally burned by the ex-
plosion of the eau.
Our ladv friends will he Interested in
knowing that by sending Ktc. to pay
poetage, and 15 top covers of' Warner's
burns, etc., in man, and spike riflemen?, safe Yeast ("11°"1"It that the)" have
hwoireseritai, Hogpuionolontioon,tritalit:;.1,e7it, isotac:ufrie, used et haat 15 packmge to to II. H.
cure. The "King of Liniments" Is the
universal verdict. Never falls to cure
any ailment that call be remelted by au
external tnediced *plait:aeon. de emits
per bottle. Fur sal- be •Il druggists. to get a fete book for the mere postage
yid the ladies should act promptly. •
The N-1."--asliville railroad •
has been sued by a lade In East St. LouIs
The men on the leveler/um road em-
for $10,000, for Injuries stumbled while
& Conner struck
croesing the tracks at Mieteniti avenue. Pleeed Le' Chseeeting
et- for back pay 
Fridzsy. Cumming & Cute
coniMposoi.iat-iolin. Is Nytuireulyti-e vengeeetdsbliealtri titites ! :
ft nir Natketiplictha we ati;trwati•tni ti ttah,ea•iintloalir,ey Itifvouredbe
used In paying the hands.presence of any meters'.
Warner et Rochexter, N Y-, they
can get a 500-page, finely Illustrated
Cook Hook, free. Such a book, humid
cloth, could not be bought for less than





Th to powder De% er vanes A marvel of port-
y, 'strength • n.1 to holesomeneas More reuses-
teal than the ordinary kinds, •nd cattnet be eel,*
Is eompettties with the ottanttetie of ow test,
abort weight Minn or pboophate powders.. Sell
0..4 kin.... Royal. 13srise Powers Ce 016
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gap-, face corner att.
DR. DARWIN BELL
Otters his profeasional serwleas to the people ot
BeeklaarlUe &ad vietaity,
gateeosse over Fleetest' Beak. Han St
1111111T1111111.
A. P. CAMPBELL,
Hopkinsville, - K. r tsee.v.
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AND OUICK EST MITE
Lonis, Evan., ilii awl kleyeano..,
to the
& SOUTH
T111101.11111 COACHIld Oros stow Mass to
meeting, •64 Amissosso., smioss direct cos
sestase walk
X.N.I.LIMI1311. X- ala ce Care
Fed Animas. lievaasai, kla.3..ii, Jacksou.i.Vo,
sari gelato Is Fierlia. .
rtanertioes it* Waft it Osiers, 404 isms-
side Our all whets ,
NORTH, EAST, SOUTH & WEST
_ is rm... MIN ow._ —...-
EMIGRAN 
Sashimi "MN Ips MN
Una al this howl will
receive srevielP Wes. 5
sa t . tomes,ee-vrit.1, Aare P
Combined With Cnoat IlsIesecenos Power
THAY Aar TR•SitriailfT •140 t01.01111.13111
AS LiutiT 11,141.S,
Aid for softness. of emittranee to tar ley . et
be excelled, enabline the wearer so read tor




Wholesale Depots • At ...UN. X.
•
Testimatands Inas the leadiag phyelelaii•
the I tilte.1 atat• s Can be Well ail° had Oliabr
by their u.e.
A1,I, KYKS iseerK1),
A ml the Vat titiltrauleini
H_ B. GAlteiRte
Hopkinsville, Ky.
not eepeltea to peddler. at
A. IL H • "14111
Taaderbilt V
r :la its departasinais of eratees, Lew. Theology seer
Wry, sad Illealriais ties • best5ittitiiiiij
two itt • st,iiiirate tort el 1,1116
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